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Abstract 
Graphene is the first single-atom-thick two-dimensional material and exhibits a large 
set of interesting properties. This thesis consists of two parts. The first regards the 
growth of large-area graphene using chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Graphene is 
grown using CVD on copper catalyst showing high quality with charge carrier 
mobility exceeding 3000 cm2/Vs. 

Wet chemical etching is used to transfer graphene to insulating substrates. Cu is 
removed using either diluted HNO3 or diluted HCl with a small amount of added 
H2O2. To allow for faster transfer and avoid consuming copper, a hydrogen-bubbling 
method is developed to delaminate graphene from Cu. Graphene transferred this way 
shows properties similar to those of graphene transferred using wet etching. 

To avoid transfer-related issues, graphene is grown non-catalytically directly on 
insulating substrates such as SiO2, Al2O3, and Si3N4. The grain size is only ~10 nm 
due to the lack of catalytic activity during growth. Such graphene shows inferior 
electronic properties with mobility in the order of ~tens of cm2/Vs. Despite that, sheet 
resistance around kΩ, the possibility to grow several layer thick films, and optical 
properties similar to those of pristine graphene make it an interesting material. 

A method for cleaning graphene mechanically using atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) is developed. By appropriate choice of the applied force, atomically smooth 
(roughness < 0.2 nm) graphene with improved mobility and reduced doping is 
achieved. 

The second part of this thesis considers experiments combining graphene and 
superconductors. A graphene-based cold-electron bolometer is realized using 
graphene as absorber material. It shows response to 100 GHz radiation at 300 mK and 
a temperature responsivity of ~0.4 µV/mK at 300 mK. 

The Aharonov-Bohm effect is studied in graphene having superconducting or 
normal metal mirrors. The mirrors improve the visibility of the Aharonov-Bohm 
oscillations, and up to third order oscillations are observed. 

Weak localization in inhomogeneous magnetic fields is studied in graphene by 
putting it in close proximity to a type-II superconductor. A deviation from the 
homogeneous result is observed for fields smaller than the characteristic field Bφ. 

 
Keywords: Graphene, Chemical vapor deposition, Synthesis, Mechanical cleaning, 
Atomic force microscopy, Bolometer, Aharonov-Bohm effect, Weak localization 
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1 Introduction 

Few materials go from being thought not to be able to exist to Nobel Prize awarded. 
Graphene is such a material. In 2010, Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov from 
Manchester University were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for their 
groundbreaking experiments on graphene performed only five years earlier [1, 2]. 
Graphene made it to the headlines, not only in scientific journals but also in mass 
media. It is easy to understand the interest in this new material. It exhibits 
extraordinary properties and gives hope to a long list of potential applications. Even 
more interestingly it opens up a whole new world of two-dimensional (2D) materials. 

New technology has historically been a major driving force for the development 
of our society. One key component in the development of new technology is the 
discovery of new materials. From the stone-, bronze-, and iron ages, where the 
material name even followed them into the history books, to modern times with 
polymers (plastics) and silicon (transistors, electronics), the civilization of that time 
has been significantly affected by a single technology. At present, in the information 
and communications technology (ICT) era, there is a seemingly never-ending need for 
faster computation, greater storage, and higher-bandwidth communication. Certainly, 
new materials are likely to play a major role in realizing those requirements. 
Graphene is one of the materials that could possibly play a role in this development. 

It is inherently difficult, if not impossible, to predict future technological 
revolutions. Some key technological challenges can, however, be identified for the 
future. These include several energy-related problems such as the always increasing 
need for more of it while reducing the environmental impact, and new types of energy 
storage systems e.g. better batteries or supercapacitors. We crave for faster, more 
clever, and more power-efficient electronics, possibly making them flexible and 
transparent. For these challenges, new materials are needed. 

While many materials may share one or maybe two of the properties needed for 
such future applications, for a material to be truly revolutionary it will need to 
incorporate many. The material this thesis focuses on, graphene, is hoped to play a 
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role in not one but several of the above mentioned applications, as well as in many 
others. 

In this thesis, graphene is studied in combination with another class of exotic 
materials – superconductors. Their properties, such as a having a quantum phase at 
mesoscopic length scales and a unique magnetic susceptibility, are combined with the 
two-dimensionality of graphene to study quantum phenomena. 

Graphene will be introduced with an overview of its properties and potential 
applications in Chapter 1.1. In Chapter 1.2, the aim and outline of this thesis are 
presented. 

1.1 Carbon wonder material 
Carbon is the building block for all known life on earth. It is the base for the field of 
organic chemistry. The different forms of carbon have provided great historic 
importance. All in all, carbon is one of the most versatile and important materials on 
earth. The versatility of carbon is explained by the many different ways its four 
valence electrons can form chemical bonds. In its ground state, two of the valence 
electrons are in s orbitals and two in p orbitals. When forming chemical bonds, the 
orbitals can hybridize, meaning that one s electron is promoted to a p orbital while 
one (sp1-hybridization), two (sp2-hybridization), or three (sp3-hybridization) of the 
p orbitals mix with the other s orbital. In the case of sp3-hybridization, all four valence 
electrons form σ bonds. These σ bonds are strong bonds with localized electrons. This 
is what gives the properties of for example diamond, which is among the hardest 
materials that exist and is electrically insulating. 

For the case of sp2-hybridized carbon, only three valence electrons form 
σ bonds while the fourth is in the π orbital. This π electron is not localized and 
contributes to the electrical conductivity of sp2-hybridized carbon materials. Among 
them is graphene. 

Graphene is a one atom thick hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms. It is a 2D 
allotrope of sp2-hybridized carbon. It can be considered a single layer of graphite and 
can be viewed as the building block for the other sp2-hybridized carbon allotropes. 
These other three allotropes, covering a range of dimensionality, are seen in 
Figure 1.1: the fullerene (zero-dimensional, 0D), the carbon nanotube (CNT, one-
dimensional, 1D), and graphite (three-dimensional, 3D). Very thin pieces of graphite 
are denoted multilayer graphene (MLG). These have properties different from both 
single-layer graphene and graphite. In particular, bilayer graphene exhibits electronic 
properties distinctly different from those of monolayer graphene. To avoid confusion, 
the term graphene is used in the meaning of monolayer graphene in this thesis, unless 
stated otherwise. 
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Graphene shares many of its properties with the other allotropes, especially with 
CNTs. The strong σ bonds are primarily responsible for the mechanical properties, 
while the π electron can move freely what gives rise to the high electrical 
conductivity. 

While several works from the 1950s and later have reported on the observation 
of atomically thin graphitic layers [3-5], the formation of atomically thin layers of 
graphite on silicon carbide [6] and metal substrates [7], it was not until 2004 and 2005 
that such layers were isolated and revealed their distinct properties [1, 2, 8]. Geim and 
Novoselov used a rather primitive technique to produce graphene: exfoliating graphite 
using sticky tape. Already a few years later, a scalable fabrication technique was 
developed: chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on Cu [9]. With a seemingly industry-
friendly production technique at hand, the interest in graphene increased even further. 

It can be argued that a strictly 2D crystal could not exist at any finite 
temperature because thermal fluctuations would lead to unsustainable atomic 
displacements [10-12]. Monolayers should only be found as parts of 3D structures. 
However, with the experiments on the atomic monolayer graphene, it was shown that 
2D crystals could indeed exist on non-crystalline substrates, clamped suspended 

 
Figure 1.1: Carbon materials of different dimensionality. Graphene (2D, top) is a hexagonal 
honeycomb lattice of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms. It can be viewed as a single layer of 
graphite and the 2D building block for the other sp2-hybridized carbon allotropes. These are 
the fullerene (0D, bottom left), the carbon nanotube (1D, bottom center), and graphite (3D, 
bottom right). 
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between support points, and in liquid suspension [1, 2]. As such, they are (almost) 
freestanding, while remaining thermodynamically stable. Graphene was the first 2D 
material experimentally realized, constituting an important milestone in Physics. 

Graphene is extraordinary, justifying the amount of scientific resources spent on 
it [13], because it combines several superlative properties in one and the same 
material. It is atomically thin (the π orbitals span approximately 0.34 nm) with a 
specific surface area of ~2600 m2/g [14]. Despite being so thin, it is still impermeable 
to all elements, even to helium [15]. It is the strongest material measured with 
Young’s modulus of ~1 TPa while being stretchable up to 25 % [16]. Its charge 
carriers have zero effective mass (imitating the behavior of massless Dirac fermions) 
and show a charge carrier mobility µ exceeding 106 cm2/Vs [17, 18]. Graphene shows 
the record thermal conductivity of ~5000 W/m·K [19]. It is also almost transparent (it 
absorbs ~2.3 % of any visible wavelength) [20] but is still an interesting material for 
photonic applications [21, 22]. 

Such exotic combination of properties paves grounds for fundamental studies in 
Chemistry and Physics but also for an increasing number of technical applications. 
The most interesting applications combine several of these properties. Figure 1.2 
shows six different possible applications, each based on at least two distinct properties 
of graphene. Graphene exhibits a unique version of the integer quantum Hall effect 
(IQHE) that could be used as a new, more accurate, resistance standard [23]. The 
combination of high mechanical strength and impermeability suggests that graphene 
can be used as a gas barrier or as the suspended membrane in nanoelectromechanical 
systems (NEMS). Composite materials is another field where the mechanical strength 
of graphene can help improve performance while adding functionality by making the 
material both highly stretchable and electrically- and thermally conducting [24]. 
Probably the most promising electronic application in short term is the use of 
graphene as a transparent and flexible electrode [25, 26]. Also, its optical and 
electronic properties could lead to improved photovoltaics and new kinds of sensors 
[27-30]. 
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 Originally, great hope was put in using graphene in high frequency transistors, 
both in digital logic- and analog circuits. It is foreseen that silicon-based transistors in 
digital logic will eventually have to be replaced to enable the continuation of 
performance improvements following Moore’s law [31, 32]. While high frequency 
operation up to 300 GHz has been shown for graphene transistors [33], and 
predictions estimate that it could be pushed to the THz range [34], the lack of a band 
gap (see Chapter 2.1) makes it difficult to achieve a low leakage current in digital 
logics and a large power gain in analog applications [35, 36]. Several ways to open a 
band gap in graphene exist, but so far it has not been possible to achieve a sizeable 
band gap while maintaining high charge carrier mobility. It is unclear if this is a 
fundamental limitation and whether we will ever see a carbon-based processor. 

Interestingly, not all electronics require extremely high carrier mobilities. Ink-
jet printed electronics are low-cost devices for a variety of applications where modest 
electronic performance is acceptable. Traditionally, the charge carrier mobility for 
this technology is less than 1 cm2/Vs. Using graphene-based inks, the mobility can be 
as high as ~95 cm2/Vs, an improvement of two orders of magnitude. Graphene-based 
inks are among the first commercially available products based on graphene [37]. 
Graphene may also find its place within several energy applications. It can be used as 
an electrode in batteries [38, 39], for fuel- and other electrochemical cells [40, 41], 

   
Figure 1.2: A hexagonal view of six of the most exciting properties of graphene and six 
promising applications. At least two of those properties are utilized in each application. 
Several applications incorporate more than two particular properties. 
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and in ultracapacitors [14]. 
Such a comprehensive list of potential applications has initiated a rush for 

immaterial property connected to graphene [42]. With fabrication methods rapidly 
improving, this might just be the beginning of the graphene gold rush. Three things 
are, however, worth noting. 

First, the Kroemer’s lemma states that “the principal applications of any 
sufficiently new and innovative technology have always been applications that were 
created by that technology, rather than being pre-existing applications, where the 
new technology simply provided improvements.” [43]. That is, if the technology is to 
succeed, it is likely to do so based on completely new applications. 

Second, also in the case of CNTs a lot of hype was initiated, promising 
revolutionary applications [44]. More than twenty years after their discovery, almost 
no applications have been realized. There is, however, one distinct difference: 
graphene is a planar material, and planar technology is easier to use in most 
fabrication processes. In this case, it can be compared to diamond-like carbon, which 
is planar carbon (mostly sp3-hybridized), and is used commercially in great volumes 
in many applications [45, 46]. 

Third, there exist many different types of graphene depending on the method of 
fabrication and how it is integrated. These different types are essentially different 
materials with different properties and applications. Hence, it is more correct to talk 
about a graphene material family, rather than the single material. They do not all 
share the same strengths and weaknesses, making it more likely that at least some 
could succeed. Graphene also opened up a new world of different 2D materials, 
whose possible applications so far remain unknown. 

Finally, on several occasions throughout history, great technological 
breakthroughs have been accompanied by considerable health hazards. Since 
graphene is, as are many nanomaterials, a new material with hopes of use in many 
different applications, its potential health hazards are an important concern. While 
much focus is put on this issue, very little scientific work has been published and its 
environmental impact and potential health hazards remain largely unknown so far 
[47-49]. 

For more detailed introductions to graphene, the reviews of Geim et al. [50] and 
Novoselov et al. [51], as well as the technological roadmap by Ferrari et al. [52] are 
recommended. 

1.2 Aim and outline 
This thesis is focused around two main topics: fabrication of graphene, and combining 
graphene with superconductors. The former is key for the development of graphene 
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technology and its potential success in real life applications. The latter investigates 
how two different kinds of materials, with exotic properties in their own right, can be 
combined to look at old phenomena from a new angle. 

Chapter 2 provides brief theoretical sections that will be useful when reading 
the later chapters of the thesis. 

Chapter 3 focuses on methods used to produce and process graphene. These 
include: mechanical exfoliation, graphene grown catalytically on Cu (paper I), 
transfer of graphene from catalyst to target substrate (paper II), graphene grown non-
catalytically on insulators (paper III), and making suspended graphene structures 
(paper IV). 

In Chapter 4, electrical and optical properties of graphene produced by the 
different methods are assessed. 

Chapter 5, presents a mechanical technique used for cleaning graphene 
(paper V).  

Experiments on a graphene-based bolometer are presented in Chapter 6 
(paper VI).  

In Chapter 7, quantum transport measurements in graphene are shown. The 
Aharonov-Bohm effect is studied in a graphene nanostructure (paper VII). 

Chapter 8 describes electrical measurements of graphene in small, 
inhomogeneous magnetic fields (paper VIII). 

When pursuing the doctoral degree in Physics in Sweden, it is highly 
encouraged that the candidate writes and presents a Licentiate thesis, essentially a 
“half-PhD”, before the full PhD thesis is presented. So has been the case also for this 
PhD candidate. The contents of Chapters 1, 2.1-2.5, 2.8, 3.1, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 4, 5, 6, and 
7 have in part already been presented there. The licentiate thesis can be found in 
reference [53]. 
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2 Theory 

Some key theoretical concepts that are useful for understanding the properties of 
graphene are provided in this chapter. A brief description of the electronic structure of 
graphene is presented in Chapter 2.1. The electric field effect is introduced in 
Chapter 2.2 and it is explained how it can be used to assess certain electronic material 
properties. In Chapter 2.3, the Hall effect is described as yet another tool for 
characterizing graphene and in Chapter 2.4 the quantum Hall effect is introduced. The 
theory of the Aharonov-Bohm effect is presented in Chapter 2.5. In Chapter 2.6, the 
theory of weak localization of graphene in both homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
magnetic fields is presented. The concept of the bolometer, a radiation detector, is 
described in Chapter 2.7. How to engineer visibility of graphene on thin dielectrics is 
shown in Chapter 2.8. Raman spectroscopy, an optical method for material 
characterization, is presented in Chapter 2.9. 

2.1 Electronic properties  
Graphene shows remarkable electronic properties [54]. It is a zero band gap 
semimetal with a linear dispersion for low energy excitations. Figure 2.1 shows the 
dispersion relation for monolayer graphene. Close to the points where the valence- 
and conductance bands meet, the energy dispersion relation is linear in momentum. 
These, six per Brillouin zone, are denoted Dirac points. This is in contrast with free 
electrons and electrons in traditional semiconductor systems where the dispersion is 
quadratic. The dispersion relation for electrons in graphene close to the Dirac points is 
written as: 

 
   
E = !υF kx

2 + ky
2 ,   (2.1) 

where E is the energy, ħ is the reduced Planck constant, υF = 106 m/s is the Fermi 
velocity of graphene, and kx,y are the x- and y-direction wave numbers, respectively. 
Being linear for low energies, the dispersion relation for electrons in graphene mimics 
that of relativistic Dirac particles with zero effective mass. The linear dispersion 
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relation for graphene gives an opportunity for fundamental studies of Dirac physics 
[55]. The dispersion relation is also the reason for that, together with the possibility of 
obtaining high-quality graphene crystals, both electrons and holes can exhibit very 
large mobilities in graphene [18, 56, 57]. 

For a much more detailed review on graphene’s electronic properties, please see 
Castro Neto et al. [54]. 

2.2 Field effect 
Electronic properties of semiconductors can be externally tuned by an electric field. 
This property is extensively utilized in the field-effect transistor, the basic building 
block of modern electronics. In conventional metals, however, such an effect is not 
observed due to the high charge carrier density and screening of the electrical field at 
very short distance. For graphene, being one atom thin, capacitively induced surface 
charges in the order of 1013 cm-2 by a gate electrode are enough to drastically change 
the resistivity [2]. Depending on the sign of the applied gate voltage, the carrier 
concentration can be tuned from holes to electrons, manifesting the bipolar field 
effect. Due to thermal fluctuations, non-uniformities in graphene, electrical charges in 
the vicinity of graphene, impurities, etc., there is always a minimum residual charge 
carrier concentration n0 in any graphene device, despite tuning by the gate. The 
doping mechanisms of graphene are further discussed in Chapter 5.1. 

 
Figure 2.1: Dispersion relation for graphene. The valence- and conductance bands meet at 
six points in the Brillouin zone. Close to these Dirac points, the energy E is linear in 
momentum (kx, ky). The red arrow points at one of the Dirac points. 
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Charge carriers in graphene can have extremely large mobility µ in the order of 
105 cm2/Vs [57] near room temperature and 106 cm2/Vs at cryogenic temperature 
[18]. Since graphene is essentially a surface with no bulk, surface contaminants easily 
affect its electronic properties. This leads to both µ and n0 being highly dependent on 
the graphene fabrication and device processing.  

Performing field-effect measurements where the carrier concentration is 
controlled by a gate in a transistor configuration is a common method to electrically 
characterize graphene (the device layout is shown in Chapter 3.6). Assuming that µ is 
independent of charge carrier concentration, a diffusive model of the resistance R of 
the device adapted from [58] can be used: 

 

  

R = R0 +
Nsq

n0
2 + ng

2 eµ
,   (2.2) 

where Nsq = L/W is the geometrical number of squares of the device (length divided 
by width), ng = (Vg-VD)·Cg/e is the charge induced by the gate voltage Vg relative to 
the Dirac voltage VD (in a parallel plate capacitor configuration with specific 

 
Figure 2.2: Calculated resistance as a function of gate voltage Vg for graphene on a standard 

300 nm SiO2 substrate using equation (2.2). The voltage where graphene resistance reaches 

its maximum is denoted the Dirac voltage VD. The parameters used in the calculation are: 

R0 = 0 Ω, Nsq = 1, n0 = 3.0·1011 cm-2, and µ = 5000 cm2/Vs. If the gate voltage is larger 

than VD, the graphene is n-doped (electron doped) and if it is smaller, the graphene is p-

doped (hole doped). The red and blue cones symbolize the Fermi level for different doping 

regimes. EF marks the Fermi energy. 
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capacitance Cg), and e is the elementary charge. R0 is a constant in the model that in 
two-probe measurements corresponds to the contact resistance. As all resistance 
measurements in this work from which µ is estimated are made using a four-probe 
configuration, there is no contribution from the contact resistance. Hence, R0 should 
be zero. However, in practice µ is not independent of carrier density and different 
areas of the sample have different resistance dependence on gate voltage, resulting in 
a non-zero R0 even for four-probe measurements. For a fit of equation (2.2)	   to four-
probe resistance data to be reliable, R0 should be negligible compared to the overall 
resistance. 

Experimental resistance as a function of gate voltage can be fitted to the above 
equation using R0, n0, VD, and µ as fitting parameters. Figure 2.2 shows R(Vg-VD) for 
R0 = 0 Ω, Nsq = 1, n0 = 3.0·1011 cm-2, and µ = 5000 cm2/Vs. The point at which the 
resistance reaches the maximum, the Dirac point, corresponds to the minimum carrier 
density. In an ideal device this corresponds to zero gate voltage. In practical devices, 
the Dirac point is often shifted from zero voltage due to charged impurities in the 
vicinity of graphene. 

The Drude model of conductivity provides another way to directly obtain a 
rough estimate of the mobility: 

 
  
σ = ngeµ⇒ µ = σ

nge
,   (2.3) 

where σ = 1/Rs is the conductivity and Rs = R/Nsq is the sheet resistance. This can be 
differentiated to give an estimate of the mobility  µ , assuming a parallel plate 

capacitor configuration, to: 

 
    
!µ ≈ 1

e
∂σ
∂ng

= 1
e
∂σ
∂Vg

∂Vg

∂ng

= 1
e
∂σ
∂Vg

1
Cg

= 1
e
∂σ
∂Vg

d
εr A

,   (2.4) 

where d is the distance between gate electrode and graphene, εr is the relative 
permittivity, and A is the overlapping area of gate electrode and graphene. This model 
is useful when the electronic quality of graphene is poor. In this case, resistance is 
typically not a symmetric function of gate voltage and equation (2.2) does not provide 
a good description. 

2.3 Hall effect 
The magnetic field is a powerful tool for characterizing the electronic properties of a 
material. When a magnetic field is applied perpendicularly to a current flowing in the 
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conductor, charge carrier trajectories “bend” due the laterally oriented Lorentz force. 
This leads to a change in the resistance along the net current path (magnetoresistance) 
and a voltage buildup in the transverse direction (Hall voltage). Hall measurements 
provide a direct way to measure the charge carrier concentration in any conductor. 
Knowing the carrier concentration, the mobility can be calculated from the 
conductivity at zero magnetic field. Well-defined sample geometry is needed for 
accurate measurements. 

Figure 2.3 shows the Hall effect measurement setup. A current I is applied 
through a graphene strip while voltages along (Vxx) and transverse (Vxy) the current 
path are measured. The longitudinal resistivity is calculated as: 

 
  
ρxx =

Rxx

Nsq

= 1
Nsq

Vxx

I
,   (2.5) 

where Rxx is the longitudinal resistance. The Hall resistivity is given by: 

 
  
ρxy = Rxy =

Vxy

I
,   (2.6) 

 
Figure 2.3: An illustration of a graphene Hall bar structure. A current I is applied and the 
longitudinal- and transverse (Hall) voltages Vxx and Vxy are measured in a four-probe 
configuration. The magnetic field B is applied out of plane, perpendicularly to the current 
path. 
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where Rxy is the transversal resistance (which is equal to the Hall resistivity, since no 
net current flows in that direction). The theoretical expression for the Hall voltage is 
derived from the Lorentz force: 

 
  
Vxy = − IB

nq
,   (2.7) 

where B is the applied magnetic field, n is the charge carrier number density, and q is 
the carrier charge, which can be either -e or +e for electrons and holes, respectively. 
These expressions are combined to obtain: 

 
  
ρxy = − 1

nq
B = −RH B,   (2.8) 

where RH is the Hall coefficient. RH is obtained by a linear fit at low magnetic fields, 
typically less than one tesla. According to the above conventions, positive (negative) 
ρxy corresponds to n-type (p-type) doping, respectively. Via the Drude model in 
equation (2.3) we obtain an expression for the mobility, using the conductivity at zero 
magnetic field: 

 
  
µ = σ

q n
= σ

e

Vxy

IB
e = RH σ .  (2.9) 

Hence it is possible to obtain the mobility independently from the field-effect 
measurements. 

2.4 Quantum Hall effect 
Several interesting phenomena in 2D systems occur at high magnetic fields [59]. One 
example is that at sufficiently high fields and low temperature, the longitudinal 
resistance vanishes and the Hall resistivity becomes quantized at discrete levels [60]. 
These Hall plateaus occur at integer values of the conductance quantum e2/h. This is 
the IQHE. It is a robust effect that can be visible also in rather dirty samples with 
significant degree of disorder. Since the Hall plateaus are given by the fundamental 
constants, the IQHE can be used as a resistance standard. 

When a high magnetic field is applied to a 2D system, the continuous density of 
states (DOS) is split into discrete Landau levels. Ideally, this splitting of energy levels 
results in δ-peaks in the DOS, but due to scattering and thermal broadening, the peaks 
have a finite width. The energy spacing between those levels can be larger than the 
thermal energy at sufficiently low temperature. When the magnetic field is increased, 
the spacing changes and the peaks in the DOS change their position relative to the 
Fermi level. This leads to oscillations of many of the system properties. Resistivity 
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oscillations are called Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations. In the case of graphene, it is 
also possible to fix the magnetic field and instead vary the Fermi energy using a gate 
electrode. 

One way to describe the IQHE is to consider two types of electronic states when 
the Fermi level lies between two Landau levels. First, there are localized states in the 
interior that undergo cyclotron motion that do not carry current. Second, there are 
extended states along the sample edges representing two separated edge channels that 
carry current in opposite directions. These lead to suppressed backscattering and 
vanishing longitudinal resistivity ρxx. The Hall resistivity ρxy is finite and quantized in 
this case. In graphene, quantized ρxy plateaus are given by [8, 23]: 

 
  
ρxy =

1
gs l +1/ 2( )

h
e2 ,  l = 0,1,2,...,   (2.10) 

where h is the Planck constant, and gs = 4 is the degeneracy factor, including spin and 

valley degeneracies. This gives the following sequence: 

   
ρxy = 12.9,  4.30,  2.58 kΩ,  ... ,   (2.11) 

which is different from the ordinary IQHE (12.9, 6.45, 4.30 kΩ, ..., if the system has 
degeneracy gs = 2) and the effect is named half-integer quantum Hall effect. The 
different sequence comes from the unique band structure of graphene. Since this Hall 
plateau series is unique to Dirac materials with four-fold degeneracy, it can be taken 
as a signature of monolayer graphene. Bilayer graphene also shows an unusual, but 
different from that of monolayer graphene, series of plateaus (6.45, 3.23, 
2.15 kΩ, ..., ) [61]. 

2.5 Aharonov-Bohm effect 
When charge carriers travel along different trajectories in a conductor, they interfere 
due to their quantum mechanical nature. Applying magnetic fields modifies this 
interference, giving a characteristic R(B) dependence [62]. This dependence is 
irregular but reproducible, reflecting a characteristic distribution of scattering centers 
in a sample. Such irregular R(B) is called universal conductance fluctuations (UCFs). 
Importantly, this is not noise. UCFs are typically seen only at low temperature. 
Because of the large amount of different electron paths, the interference is complex 
and no periodicity is seen. 

Better-defined electron paths can be engineered by shaping the sample into a 
ring. Periodic interference from electron paths that encircle the ring occurs similar to 
the optical double-slit experiment. By applying a uniform, perpendicular magnetic 
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field, B with magnetic vector potential A, a phase shift δφ between electron paths 
travelling on different sides of the ring is induced [63]: 

 
    
δϕ = e

!
A ⋅d l

loop
∫ = e

!
∇× A da

area
∫ = e

!
B ⋅da

area
∫ = e

!
aB,   (2.12) 

where a is the area of the loop and B is the magnitude of the magnetic field. Thus, the 
fundamental oscillation frequency is e/h·a. If the coherence of the system is large 
enough, higher order oscillations, N·e/h·a, where N is an integer, also become visible. 
These correspond to charge carriers coherently making more than one half-revolution 
around the ring. 

To improve the quantum coherence of the system, “mirrors” are put in the 
vicinity of the graphene ring. Figure 2.4 shows the experiment layout. Previously, 
superconducting Al mirrors were put on Ag rings and the improved coherence was 
attributed to the superconducting nature of the mirrors and a phase memory effect was 

 
Figure 2.4: (a) An illustration of an Aharonov-Bohm device. A current I is applied through a 
ring structure in a perpendicular magnetic field B while monitoring the resistance. Metal 
mirrors are deposited on the ring perimeter along the current path (L-mirrors) to confine 
charge carriers to the ring. The red arrows indicate the current path and the reflections at the 
mirrors. (b) Similar device layout, but with mirrors placed perpendicularly to the current 
path (T-mirrors). 
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observed [64]. But also with normal metal mirrors an improved visibility of 
Aharonov-Bohm oscillations can be seen [62, 65]. 

In this work, samples with both superconducting Al mirrors and normal metal 
Au mirrors were produced to distinguish the effect of superconductivity. Whether 
superconducting or not, the mirrors serve the purpose of confining charge carriers to 
the ring by increasing scattering at its entry and exit points because of a Fermi 
velocity mismatch between the graphene and the deposited metal. In principle any 
material that increases the scattering of charge carriers traveling through the ring 
could improve the visibility of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations. Three types of mirror 
geometries were tried: mirrors at the current leads (L-mirrors), mirrors placed 
perpendicularly to the current path (T-mirrors), and samples with no mirrors. 

Strong UCFs can mask the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations. In order to distinguish 
between aperiodic UCFs and the periodic oscillations originating from the Aharonov-
Bohm effect, fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis is utilized. 

2.6 Weak localization 
Weak localization (WL) is a quantum mechanical correction to the low-field 
magnetoresistance of a 2D system. It has been studied for ordinary 2DEGs [66, 67], 
and is observed also in graphene [68, 69]. For high-quality samples made by 
mechanical exfoliation it can however be difficult to measure [70]. WL is seen as a 
dip in conductivity (peak in resistivity) at zero magnetic field. It can be explained by 
considering closed electron propagation trajectories in graphene. For each such 
trajectory one can also consider its self-crossing counter-part related by the time-
reversal symmetry. The interference between such paths leads to enhanced 
backscattering and, consequently, resistance. If the symmetry is broken, by for 
example applying a magnetic field, the enhanced backscattering vanishes. This leads 
to the peak in resistivity at zero magnetic field. 

For graphene, the WL correction to the conductivity can be described by [71, 
72]: 

  
σ (B) =σ (0)+ Δσ (B) =σ (0)+ e2

πh
F B

Bϕ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ − F B

Bϕ + 2Bi

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ − 2F B

Bϕ + B∗

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ,

 
          (2.13) 

where F(z) = ln (z)+ψ(0.5+z-1), and ψ is the digamma function. Bφ,i,* = h/(8πeLφ,i,*2 ) 

are the characteristic fields from which Lφ,i,* , the characteristic lengths, can be 
derived. Lφ is the phase coherence length corresponding to inelastic scattering and Li,* 

are the elastic scattering lengths.  
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The previous discussion regards WL in homogeneous magnetic fields. When 
instead an inhomogeneous magnetic field is applied, a different WL correction is 
obtained if Lφ exceeds the length scale over which the magnetic field is uniform [73]. 

For several non-uniform field geometries, measurable corrections to the macroscopic 
magnetoresistance are theoretically excepted [73] and experimentally studied in 
2DEGs [74-77]. 

Only a few studies have been conducted on graphene WL in inhomogeneous 
magnetic fields [78-80]. For conventional two-dimensional electron gases (2DEGs) 
WL was studied for the case of cylindrical flux tubes with radius r0 smaller than Lφ. In 

that case of inhomogeneous magnetic fields, the conductivity correction can be 
written [73]: 

 
  
Δσ = e2

πh
1

ln(b0 / Bϕ )
B
Bϕ

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ,   (2.14) 

where b0 is the magnitude of the magnetic field inside the tubes. This expression 
holds for 𝐵  smaller than the characteristic magnetic field Bφ , where the normal 

homogeneous WL result is recovered. 
A straightforward way to create such an inhomogeneous magnetic field is to 

place a type-II superconductor in close proximity to, but electrically separated from, 
the material studied. When the magnetic field penetrates the superconductor, it does 
so in the form of flux tubes with a single flux quanta, so called Abrikosov vortices 
[81]. The material in study, in this case graphene, placed close by will experience the 

 
Figure 2.5: Side view of vortices in a type-II superconductor thin film. The magnetic field, 
perpendicular to the thin film, penetrates at discrete locations when the magnetic field 
exceeds the lower critical field, Hc1. In an ideal case, it would form a triangular lattice. In the 
case of a deposited thin film, however, flux will be pinned to defects and form a less periodic 
structure. 
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inhomogeneous magnetic field. Figure 2.5 shows a graphical representation of such 
arrangement. 

2.7 Bolometer 
A bolometer is an electromagnetic radiation sensor, which uses the temperature-
dependent electrical resistance of an absorber for detection. In this work a specific 
type of bolometer, the cold-electron bolometer (CEB), is considered. The CEB is a 
sensitive superconductor-based detector consisting of a normal metal absorber 
connected to two superconducting leads through tunnel barriers, the double-barrier 
superconductor-insulator-normal metal-insulator-superconductor (SINIS) device 
structure. A common device layout would consist of two superconducting Al 
electrodes connected to the normal metal absorber through Al2O3 tunnel contacts. The 
absorber can be made from a non-superconducting metal, for example Cu, or from Al 
deposited on chromium oxide that suppresses the superconductivity in Al. 

The CEB acts as a sensitive thermometer. It detects the temperature changes in 
the absorber metal upon exposure of (typically) GHz or THz radiation. Hence it can 
be used both as a pure thermometer and as a radiation sensor. The sensitivity of such a 
device depends, in part, on the volume of the metal absorber. Graphene, being 
ultimately thin, is thus an interesting candidate to be used as absorber material. 

Chapter 6 demonstrates the use of graphene as CEB detector material. It is 
however, just a first demonstration and it is neither optimized, nor is its noise 
performance characterized. Hence the detailed theoretical description of the CEB is 
omitted in this work and the reader is instead recommended the work of Kuzmin [82], 
Lee et al. [83], and Richards [84]. 

2.8 Optical visibility 
Graphene is almost fully transparent, absorbing only 2.3 % of visible light [20]. While 
this is a large number for an atomically thin material, it makes graphene very difficult 
to see when deposited on common substrates. It was essential for the isolation of 
graphene that the researchers happened to use silicon wafers with a thin layer of 
silicon dioxide, which had just about the right thickness for enhancing the visibility of 
graphene. While it first happened by a fortunate coincidence, it is possible to engineer 
the sample layout to maximize the graphene visibility. Identifying graphene and 
determining the number of layers from the contrast in optical microscopy is a quick 
and powerful method.  

The contrast of graphene deposited on opaque substrates with a thin transparent 
film on top (typically an oxide) can be calculated using a simple optical model [85]. 
Interference between incident and reflected light beams in the substrate-oxide-
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graphene structure gives rise to a contrast between graphene and the bare substrate, 
depending on wavelength λ and the oxide thickness d. The same effect gives oxides 
like SiO2 their familiar colors on top of silicon. SiO2 on Si substrates is the most 
common setup used for graphene experiments. 

An opaque substrate with refractive index n3 is covered with an oxide layer with 
refractive index n2 and thickness d2. Graphene is assumed to have the same refractive 
index as graphite n1 = 2.6 - 1.3·i  and a thickness of d1 = 0.34 nm  (the distance 

between graphene layers in graphite). The refractive index of air is n0 = 1.0. The 
relative indices of refraction are denoted as: 

 
   
r1 =
!n0 − !n1

!n0 + !n1

,  r2 =
!n1 − !n2

!n1 + !n2

,  r3 =
!n2 − !n3

!n2 + !n3

,   (2.15) 

and the phase shifts due to the optical path as: 

    Φ1 = 2π !n1d1 / λ,  Φ2 = 2π !n2d2 / λ.  (2.16) 

The reflected light intensity Iop can be calculated as: 

 

   

!Iop( !n1) =
r1e

i Φ1+Φ2( ) + r2e
− i Φ1−Φ2( ) + r3e

− i Φ1+Φ2( ) + r1r2r3e
i Φ1−Φ2( )( )

ei Φ1+Φ2( ) + r1r2e
− i Φ1−Φ2( ) + r1r3e

− i Φ1+Φ2( ) + r2r3e
i Φ1−Φ2( )( )

2

.  (2.17) 

 
Figure 2.6: Contour plot of the calculated optical contrast of graphene on SiO2/Si substrates 
as a function of wavelength and oxide thickness. The color scale shows the theoretical 
contrast, which reaches ~0.14 as highest. 
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The contrast is defined as the relative difference in reflected light of areas with and 
without graphene, respectively. The intensity from areas without graphene are 
calculated using the refractive index of air n1 = 1.0: 

 
   
contrast =

!Iop
!n1 = 1.0( )− !Iop

!n1 = 2.6−1.3⋅ i( )
!Iop
!n1 = 1.0( ) .  (2.18) 

By varying both the wavelength of light and the thickness of the oxide, the 
contrast of graphene can be optimized. The result for graphene on top of SiO2 is 
shown in Figure 2.6. The best contrast (for green light) is achieved for either ~90 nm 
or ~290 nm of SiO2 thickness. Using green light of ~550 nm wavelength, a contrast 
around 10 % can be achieved. This is more than twice than what is expected from the 
pure absorption of graphene. 

While optical microscopy provides a fast technique to identify graphene, it has 
to be calibrated against other methods, which provide a direct signature of having a 
certain number of layers. In this work this is done using quantum Hall effect 
measurements as described in Chapter 2.4, as well as using Raman spectroscopy that 
is described next in Chapter 2.9. This allows us to distinguish between one-, two-, and 
multilayer graphene. 

2.9 Raman spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy is an optical spectroscopic method used to study various types of 
materials. A laser spot is focused with beam diameter ~1 µm on a sample and the 
inelastically (Raman) scattered photons are collected in a detector. The laser beam can 
be scanned over the sample, generating a 2D map. Raman scattered photons are 
generated through inelastic interaction between the incoming photon and phonons in 
the material and, hence, carry information about the phonon spectrum of the material. 
The distribution of the inelastic scattered light is a direct probe of the low-frequency 
phonon modes of the system. In contrast, the dominant elastically (Rayleigh) scattered 
photons provide no such information about the material, and are filtered out. 

Various types of carbon materials have been studied using Raman spectroscopy 
[86] and it can be considered a standard tool for analyzing graphene samples [87-89]. 
For the case of graphene, the number of atomic layers and the amount of disorder are 
typical examples of information that can be obtained using this technology. 
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Typical Raman spectra obtained for exfoliated graphene and graphene grown on 
Cu by CVD are shown in Figure 2.7. The three main features are the G peak 
(~1580 cm-1), the 2D (or G’) peak (~2700 cm-1), and the D peak (~1350 cm-1). While 
the Raman spectrum of graphene can be significantly richer, much information can be 
obtained from just these three features alone. The G peak originates from the 
stretching of the carbon-carbon bond in sp2 materials. It is sensitive to the hexagonal 
symmetry of the lattice and is thus sensitive to material strain. The 2D peak is also a 
signature of sp2 carbons, originating from a second-order two-phonon process. For 
single-layer graphene the 2D peak is symmetric, typically with a full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of ~30 cm-1 and an intensity I2D significantly greater than that of 
the G peak, IG. For bilayer- and trilayer graphene it is not symmetric and also wider, 
making analysis of the 2D peak the most straightforward method for determining the 
number of layers of a graphene sample using Raman spectroscopy. The 2D peak is 
dispersive, and both its position and amplitude relative to the G peak depend on the 
laser excitation energy. Finally, the D peak arises from disorder in the lattice. The 
ratio between D- and G peak intensities ID/IG is a powerful tool for quantifying the 
defect density in graphene [90, 91]. A defect-free graphene flake would only show a 

 
Figure 2.7: Typical Raman spectra for exfoliated graphene (top spectrum) and graphene 
grown on Cu by CVD (bottom spectrum). The three most important peaks, the D-, G-, and 
2D peaks, are indicated in the plot. The lack of a D peak suggests a low defect density in the 
exfoliated graphene sample. 
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D peak when the laser spot is positioned at its edge. It can be seen in Figure 2.7 that 
the D peak is missing for the exfoliated sample, indicating a low amount of disorder. 
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3 Graphene fabrication 

There exist a range of techniques for fabricating graphene, all with their own 
strengths and limitations. Different techniques give materials with widespread 
properties.  

The original and still very common fabrication method is mechanical 
exfoliation, which is described in Chapter 3.1. While it is versatile and gives the 
highest quality graphene to date, the technique is not scalable and can only be used 
for research and development. The seemingly most promising scalable method is 
producing graphene by CVD on metal catalysts. CVD of graphene on copper, the 
most common catalyst, is described in Chapter 3.2 (paper I). It also describes an 
etching method used during transfer of graphene to a desired target substrate. In 
Chapter 3.3, an alternative transfer method, in which the metal catalyst is not 
consumed, is described (paper II). 

While it is possible to obtain large-area high-quality graphene using this 
technique, the transfer of graphene from metal catalyst to the target substrate 
introduces problems. For this reason a catalyst- and transfer-free graphene CVD 
technique is developed, which is described in Chapter 3.4 (paper III). 

In Chapter 3.5, a technique to produce suspended graphene structures without 
the need for any transfer is presented (paper IV). 

Other techniques used to produce large-area graphene include the sublimation 
of Si from SiC [92], liquid phase exfoliation of graphite [93], reducing graphene 
oxide [94], and the chemical bottom-up approach [95]. These are, however, beyond 
the scope of this thesis. 

The most commonly used nanofabrication procedures and the typical sample 
layout are presented in Chapter 3.6. 

3.1 Mechanical exfoliation 
Geim and Novoselov originally produced graphene by exfoliating graphite with sticky 
tape and depositing it on a substrate [1]. A large variety of graphite sources can be 
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used. The exfoliated graphene samples described in this thesis were produced from 
large crystals of high-purity natural graphite. Such crystals typically give large flakes 
with little contamination. While many graphite crystals can produce large graphene 
flakes, few give graphene with as little contamination. To produce graphene, the 
graphite crystal is cleaved several times using a sticky tape. Large, uniform areas of 
thin graphite flakes on the tape are chosen by optical inspection and are then pressed 
firmly against the desired substrate. Finally, the tape is carefully removed. More 
details regarding the exfoliation procedure can be found in Appendix A. 

Sadly, the mechanical exfoliation procedure is not selective. Instead it produces 
a myriad of graphite flakes with varying thickness and lateral dimensions. Only a 
small minority of those flakes is monolayer. Despite that, at least one or a few 
graphene flakes are found in most cases. Figure 3.1 shows an optical image of a 
~50 µm long monolayer graphene flake put on top of a SiO2 (300 nm)/Si substrate. 
Thicker pieces of graphite in the order of tens of layers are also seen. If the optical 
microscope is calibrated using flakes with known thickness, monolayer flakes can be 
identified directly from their optical contrast. 

 
Figure 3.1: An optical image of a monolayer graphene flake on SiO2 (outlined in dotted red) 
produced by mechanical exfoliation. Despite being atomically thin it is visible in the 
microscope. Thicker pieces of graphite with varying thickness are seen around it. 
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Attempts have been made to increase the throughput of mechanical exfoliation 
[96]. Despite that the size of flakes and the production throughput are limited, 
mechanical exfoliation remains the dominant technique for scientific purposes and for 
making proof-of-principle devices. Also, it produces the highest quality graphene 
with single crystals exceeding 100 µm. 

3.2 Chemical vapor deposition on copper 
Catalytic CVD of hydrocarbons on metallic substrates is the most promising 
technology for scalable production of high-quality graphene. The size of graphene is 
essentially limited by the size of the growth furnace and the size of the metal catalyst. 
30-inch graphene fabrication capabilities have already been realized on the most 
common catalyst, Cu [25]. Normally such graphene films are polycrystalline with 
grain sizes in the order of a few µm. Under optimized conditions, however, the 
quality of CVD graphene can be very high, with single crystal sizes in the order of 
centimeters [97] and carrier mobility exceeding 104 cm2/Vs [98]. 

CVD works by exposing a substrate to one or more precursor gases containing 
reactive elements. These elements are made to react by heating the chamber to high 
temperature (thermal CVD). In graphene CVD, typically three gases are introduced 
into the reaction chamber. The primary atmosphere consists of inert Ar mixed with a 
small amount of H2. The growth is initiated by introducing a carbon-containing gas 
that provides the material needed for the film growth during the deposition phase. Ar 
serves as a carrier gas to help control the partial pressures of hydrogen and the 
carbon-containing gas. While the exact role of hydrogen in graphene CVD is not 
perfectly understood, it was suggested in reference [99] that H2 serves at least three 
purposes. First, it helps the formation of sp2 bonds. Second, it etches the weaker 
carbon-carbon bonds, assisting the formation of high-quality bonds. Finally, it reduces 
any oxide that may remain on the metal catalyst. 

The carbon-containing gas is almost completely decomposed at the high 
temperature used in graphene CVD (>1000 °C) [100]. Free carbon atoms attach to- 
and diffuse at the surface and form chemical bonds to each other. The sp2 bonds are 
the most stable and thermodynamically favorable for carbon but the temperature, 
while high, is still too low for the efficient creation of a large-scale sp2-hybridized 
carbon lattice. However, with the use of a metal catalyst as substrate, the energy 
barrier for creating such bonds is lowered and the film grows efficiently. The metal 
catalyst is thus essential for forming high-quality bonds between the carbon atoms. As 
in many thin film deposition techniques, a high temperature and a low deposition rate 
favor high-quality crystal growth. Therefore, the deposition temperature is kept close 
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to the melting point of copper and the partial pressure of the carbon-containing gas is 
kept low. 

Graphene was early grown on nickel substrates [101, 102], possibly inspired by 
the CVD fabrication procedure for CNTs [103]. At high temperature, hydrocarbons 
decompose and carbon dissolves in the Ni substrate. Carbon segregates at the surface 
upon cool down thereby forming graphene. This results in a film with a varying 
number of graphene layers. Achieving a predominantly monolayer film is 
challenging. Also, it is very sensitive to catalyst preparation and process timing. 

In contrast, due to the negligible carbon solubility, the growth process of 
graphene on copper is dominated by surface chemical reactions [9, 25, 104]. The 
copper surface catalyzes both the decomposition of carbon precursor and the graphene 
formation. After the growth of one graphene layer, the surface-catalyzed reactions are 
screened off by graphene, suppressing further growth. This results in large-area 
coverage of predominately monolayer graphene, with a few percent coverage of bi- 
and multilayers [105, 106]. Since the process is largely self-limiting it is less sensitive 
to the process parameters. The highest quality CVD-grown graphene is produced on 
copper catalysts [98]. 

In this work, high-quality graphene is grown on Cu foils. It is also possible to 
use evaporated Cu thin films as catalysts but they produce graphene of worse quality 
and are beyond the scope of this thesis [107-109]. An overview of the CVD chamber 
and a temperature profile for a typical growth process is shown in Figure 3.2(a) and 

 
Figure 3.2: (a) A schematic overview of the cold-wall low-pressure CVD chamber. The 
gases are pre-mixed in the shower head and evenly introduced across the copper foil. The 
copper foil sits just above a graphite Joule heater (to avoid current flowing through Cu). A 
thermocouple connected directly to the heater measures the temperature. (b) Temperature 
profile of a typical graphene deposition cycle on copper. The system is stabilized at high 
temperature for 5 min prior to growth. Rapid ramping of temperature is used for both 
heating and cooling. Adapted from paper I. 
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(b), respectively. The high purity Cu foil (50 µm thick, 99.995 % or 99.9999 % 
purity) is cleaned using acetone and isopropanol to remove organic contaminants and 
treated using acetic acid to remove the native copper oxide, prior to growth. The Cu 
foil is loaded into a cold-wall low-pressure CVD system equipped with a graphite 
Joule heater. The temperature is measured by a thermocouple in contact with the 
heater. Gases are premixed in a quartz shower head to produce a uniform vertical gas 
flow. 

The system is first evacuated to <0.1 mbar. Then, gases are let in to reach the 
working pressure of 6.4 mbar. Heating is performed in a flow of 20 sccm H2 and 
1000 sccm Ar. The temperature is ramped to 1000 °C at a rate of 300 °C/min. The 
catalyst is preannealed for 5 min to increase the domain sizes in Cu and to stabilize 
the system parameters. The growth is conducted using CH4 (methane) as carbon 
precursor gas at a flow of 30 sccm for 5 min. CH4 is preferred because it has high 
decomposition temperature and only one C atom per molecule [110]. The CH4 is pre-
diluted in Ar with 5 % of CH4 (99.9995 % pure). Hence, the partial pressure of carbon 
precursor gas is only 9·10-3 mbar  at a total pressure of 6.4 mbar, which was 
significantly lower than what was previously reported for graphene growth on Cu 
[111, 112]. The motivation is to achieve a lower deposition rate, a decreased density 
of nuclei, and to suppress the formation of multilayer graphene. It has been suggested 
that such conditions are too extreme [113]. However, assuming complete 
decomposition of CH4 and 100 % sticking of carbon atoms to the Cu, there is enough 
carbon to grow more than 150 layers/s. While these assumptions are not always valid, 
it suggests that the partial pressure of carbon is indeed high enough to grow a 
continuous graphene layer. 

For graphene to be characterized and used for electronic devices, it is necessary 
to transfer it from copper to a dielectric substrate. Transferring large-area graphene 
while maintaining high uniformity and good electrical properties is a non-trivial task. 
Wet transfer methods are the most common while dry transfer in principle is also 
possible [114]. A thin layer of MMA(8.5)MAA (EL10) copolymer is spin-coated on 
the top side of the Cu foil after growth and heated to 160 °C for 5 min to remove 
solvents. The copolymer acts as a mechanical support for graphene after the copper is 
removed. It is possible to transfer graphene without a polymer support, relying instead 
on the surface tension to stabilize the graphene, but it makes cleaning more difficult 
and the process is less reproducible. Graphene grows on both sides of the foil since 
the gases can penetrate the gap between the foil and the heater, but the quality of the 
bottom-side graphene is not very reproducible. The polymer protects the top graphene 
layer while oxygen plasma etching is used to remove graphene from the bottom side 
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of the Cu foil. If the bottom-side graphene is not removed, it can obstruct the transfer 
process. 

There exist many different chemicals that can be used to etch copper. The 
etching time strongly depends on the choice of etching agent and its concentration. 
Some strong acids like HNO3 quickly remove Cu, but can damage the copolymer and 
induce unintentional doping in graphene if not sufficiently diluted. FeCl3 and other 
ionic salts can also be used avoiding acids completely. FeCl3 gives quite reproducible 
results but is inefficient in removing common copper contaminants, like iron, and 
may result in residues after transfer. Another possibility is to use HCl, adding a very 
small amount of oxidizing hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). While HCl cannot etch copper, 
the small amount of H2O2 promotes slow oxidation of Cu. HCl then removes the 
copper oxide. For CVD graphene transferred using etching in this thesis, either 
diluted HNO3 or diluted HCl with a small amount of added H2O2 are used.  

When the Cu etching is complete, the etchant is gradually exchanged for water. 
This is achieved by removing most of the etchant-water solution and refilling with 
clean water several times, to remove as much of the etching residues as possible. At 
this point the graphene is attached to the copolymer support and is in water. The 
desired target substrate is submerged into the water and the graphene/copolymer 
sandwich is placed on top. A piece of tape is attached to the copolymer prior to 
etching to facilitate handling in liquid. Water is slowly removed from the beaker, 
leaving the graphene/copolymer lying on the target substrate. It is left drying in air for 
half an hour and then heated to 160 °C for 5 min to improve adhesion. Finally, the 

 
Figure 3.3: Photograph of Cu-grown graphene transferred to 300 nm SiO2. The arrow points 
at the cm-sized graphene, which is easily visible by the naked eye. Photo courtesy of Jie Sun 
[115]. 
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copolymer is removed in acetone leaving graphene at the target substrate. A 
photograph of cm-sized transferred graphene on SiO2 is shown in Figure 3.3 [115]. 

3.3 Hydrogen bubbling graphene transfer 
Wet chemical etching of the metal catalyst is a straightforward and successful method 
to transfer graphene. It suffers, however, from two main disadvantages. First, copper 
is consumed which adds cost as well as negative environmental impact. Also, while 
Cu is not scarce, it could still in the long run constitute a problem [116]. Second, this 
technique does not work for all metals. Noble metals such as platinum cannot be 
easily chemically etched. 

An alternative to chemical etching is to delaminate graphene from catalyst using 
hydrogen bubbling [117]. With slight modifications this technique can be used both 
for graphene on Pt and on Cu [118]. First, the top-side graphene is covered by a 
polymer, typically polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA), which acts as a mechanical 
support during subsequent processing. The back-side graphene is removed using 
oxygen plasma. To simplify handling of the PMMA/graphene stack, a polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) frame is glued around the edges. Several different glues were 
tried. One simple and well-working solution is to use drop casted and cured PMMA 
as glue. 

The device is then connected to an electrode and submerged in an 
electrochemical cell with NaOH-in-water solution. A current is applied between a 
reference Pt electrode and the graphene/Cu stack, which is connected to the cathode. 
At the cathode and anode, hydrogen- and oxygen gas bubbles are produced, 
respectively. This can be described by: 

 
  
4H2O( l) + 4e− → 2H2( g )

+ 4OH ( aq )
− ,  (2.19) 

 
  
2H2O( l) − 4e− → O2( g )

+ 4H ( aq )
+ ,  (2.20) 

respectively. The moderate currents applied (approximately 1 A) during delamination 
keep NaOH, used to increase the conductivity of the solution, from producing Na+. 
After approximately 30-60 s, the PET/PMMA/graphene heterostructure delaminates 
from the metal. The time needed for delamination depends both on the applied current 
and the sample geometry. A schematic overview of the process is shown in 
Figure 3.4. 
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The delaminated PMMA stack is cleaned thoroughly in water to remove 
contaminants from the electrolyte solution. It is placed on the desired target substrate 
and left to dry in ambient atmosphere for at least an hour. Then, it is baked at 160 °C 
for 10 min to improve adhesion and to remove any residual water. Finally, the frame 
is cut out using a scalpel and PMMA removed by hot acetone. Only a very small part 
of the Cu catalyst is consumed in the process. In fact, it is electrochemically polished 
by the hydrogen bubbling procedure, which can be beneficial for the next growth 
cycle using the same metal piece. Images from the bubbling transfer are shown in 
Figure 3.5. 

CVD graphene transferred using both wet chemical etching and hydrogen 
bubbling are used for the different works in this thesis. 

 
Figure 3.4: (a) The top-side graphene is covered with PMMA and a plastic frame is glued on. 
The back-side graphene is removed using oxygen plasma. (b) The Cu is connected to the 
cathode of an electrolytic cell and submerged into NaOH + H2O solution. A current is 
applied and hydrogen bubbles delaminate graphene from Cu. (c) Finally, the graphene is 
applied to the target substrate. Adapted from original in paper II with permission from Jie 
Sun [119]. 
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3.4 Chemical vapor deposition on insulators 
Graphene CVD on copper foils can produce large-area high-quality graphene of 
reasonably good uniformity. However, the necessary transfer from metal catalyst to 
dielectric substrate, which is needed for almost any application, introduces several 
issues. These include wrinkle formation, holes and cracks in graphene, added doping 
from chemicals and polymers used, and etching residues. While it is possible to 
optimize the transfer process to limit these effects, they cannot be completely 
avoided. This is true both for wet etching- and hydrogen bubbling transfer. Also, the 
wet transfer method is not easily integrated in semiconductor device fabrication. 
Hence, a transfer-free CVD method is desired. 

We found that it is possible to grow nanocrystalline graphene directly on 
insulating substrates including SiO2 [120, 121], HfO2 [122], Al2O3 [121, 123, 124], 
Si3N4 [122], and practically any other high temperature compatible planar material by 
CVD [121]. Other groups also found similar results for ZnS [125], MgO [126], and 
BN [127]. Previously, attempts have been made to grow graphene directly on 
insulators but they yielded discontinuous graphene or graphene with unknown 
electrical properties [109, 128]. It has also been shown that graphene can be grown on 
insulators by passing the carbon-containing gas over a catalyst before it arrives at the 
target substrate, so called remote catalyzation [129].  

We believe that contrary to the growth process of graphene on metals, this is a 
non-catalytic reaction where the hot and flat substrate merely serves as a template for 

 
Figure 3.5: (a) The PET frame facilitates sample handling during the transfer process. The 
PMMA/graphene structure is quite durable and almost fully transparent. (b). After thorough 
rinsing in water, the frame is put with graphene-side down on the target substrates and left to 
dry before removal of PMMA. The scale-bar is 6 mm. Adapted from original in paper II 
with permission from Jie Sun [119]. 
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graphene formation. The formation mechanism is further discussed in Chapter 4.3 in 
light of the experimental results. Synthetic graphite is normally produced at >3000 °C 
and catalysts are needed to lower the growth temperature as described earlier [130]. 
However, nanocrystalline graphite can be grown at much lower temperature. While 
graphene grown non-catalytically share some of the properties of large-crystal 
graphene, its electrical properties are worse. For some applications, however, it may 
still prove useful. Since the graphene grows directly on insulating substrates, there is 
no need for transfer and hence any transfer-related issues are avoided. Also, it makes 
the integration into semiconductor processing easier. 

A typical process for the direct growth of graphene on SiO2/Si substrates is as 
follows. The growth chamber is the same as is described in Figure 3.2(a). Instead of 
the copper foil, SiO2/Si chips are put on the graphite heater. After evacuating the 
growth chamber, a flow of 20 sccm H2 and 1000 sccm Ar is introduced. The system is 
heated to 1000 °C at a rate of 300 °C/min. A C2H2 (acetylene) flow of 20 sccm is 
introduced during carbon deposition. The ambient pressure in the chamber is around 
8 mbar with a 0.15 mbar partial pressure of acetylene. The main practical difference 
compared to catalytic graphene growth is the use of significantly higher partial 
pressure of the carbon precursor. Also, using acetylene instead of methane as carbon 

 
Figure 3.6: (a) Optical photograph of the 300 nm SiO2 substrate (left), nominally monolayer 
graphene (middle), and ~70 nm thick shiny graphite (right). The substrates are 6 × 6 mm2 
(b) Optical micrograph of non-catalytically grown graphene patterned into a Hall-bar 
structure. The scale-bar is 5 µm. (c) Optical photograph of graphene grown directly on 
transparent quartz (top row) and sapphire (bottom row). The substrates are 5 × 5 mm2

. The 
images in (a) and (c) are adapted from originals in [121] with permission from Jie Sun [119]. 
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precursor gives more carbon atoms. 
Since this type of graphene growth is not a surface catalytic process, it is not 

self-limiting but instead controlled by temperature, gas concentration, choice of 
carbon precursor gas, and the deposition time. The process is quite slow but 
reproducible. For the growth on SiO2, a deposition time of 15-20 min yields a 
continuous film with optical properties similar to those of high-quality monolayer 
graphene. If the growth is continued for a longer time, more layers form and the 
optical transparency gradually decreases. Finally, the samples are cooled to room 
temperature in H2 + Ar atmosphere. 

The films are optically uniform independent of the growth time. Eventually tens 
of nanometer thick graphitic films are obtained having shiny color. This in contrast to 
growing graphene on insulating substrates in other groups, where the films turn black 
after certain thickness, similar to carbon black [131]. Optical images of non-
catalytically grown graphene on both opaque- and transparent substrates and using 
different deposition times are shown in Figure 3.6. 

3.5 Suspended graphene 
The high mechanical strength and flexibility of graphene combined with its electrical 
properties make it interesting for use in NEMS [132]. Graphene resonators made from 
exfoliated graphene have been studied using both optical- [133] and electrical 
readouts [134, 135]. For realistic use in applications, the use of graphene grown by a 
scalable method, e.g. CVD, is necessary. Indeed, CVD-grown graphene was used to 
make both single devices and arrays of graphene resonators [136, 137]. The 
performance of such resonators is promising. However, the fabrication procedure 
requires the transfer of graphene from the catalytic growth template to the desired 
target substrate, a process that reduces the reproducibility. To overcome this, we use 
graphene grown directly on SiO2 as described in Chapter 3.4. 

Suspended graphene structures on SiO2/Si can be realized by chemically 
removing part of the SiO2 using a HF-based, buffered oxide etch (BOE) [138]. First, 
graphene is patterned using electron beam lithography (EBL) and oxygen plasma 
etching. In a second EBL step, Au (150 nm)/Cr (3 nm) electrodes are patterned. These 
electrodes also serve as etching mask in the following BOE oxide wet etch step, 
where approximately 250 nm SiO2 of a total of 300 nm is removed. SiO2 is readily 
removed from non-masked areas, including under graphene. It is also removed under 
the part of graphene covered by electrodes [138].  
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To stop the etching process, the sample is cleaned in water and subsequently 
transferred to either ethanol or isopropanol solution. The sample is kept in liquid at all 
times. Finally, critical point drying is used to remove liquid from the suspended 
graphene and substrate while avoiding capillary forces that are strong enough to 
damage graphene. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of the final 
device are shown in Figure 3.7. 

3.6 Substrate layout and nanofabrication 
This chapter briefly describes a typical experimental platform for graphene 
experiments. Also, some key nanofabrication techniques used to fabricate graphene 
devices are explained. 

In this thesis, Si substrates (n++) with ~300 nm dry thermal SiO2 are used if not 
stated otherwise. Such substrates give high graphene visibility as explained in 
Chapter 2.8. Due to the high doping of the Si substrate, it has metallic resistivity 

 
Figure 3.7: (a) SEM micrograph of a suspended graphene device (the bright middle part) 
made from non-catalytically grown CVD graphene. The micrograph is taken at high angle to 
visualize that SiO2 is removed under graphene and somewhat also under the electrodes. The 
scale-bar is 500 nm. (b) Top-view SEM micrograph of a similar device showing apparently 
uniform and flat graphene. The scale-bar is 500 nm. Adapted from paper IV. 
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<0.005 Ωcm. Hence the substrate can be used as a back gate electrode with the SiO2 
layer acting as the gate dielectric. While SiO2/Si substrates are not ideal for graphene 
due to trapped charges, it is a convenient choice in terms of device fabrication. 
Figure 3.8 shows the typical sample layout. To be able to determine the position of a 
suitable graphene area and to find it in coming lithography steps, a grid of gold 
alignment marks is pre-patterned on the substrates. Graphene is put on top of the 
SiO2. It is then patterned and electrodes are deposited.  

Two commonly used fabrication procedures will be presented in the following 
paragraphs. While a larger set of different techniques are used for the graphene 
processing, a majority of those are just varieties of the two described here. 

Patterning graphene 
Samples are first thoroughly cleaned in organic solvents. A thin (100 nm) layer of 
high-resolution positive EBL resist (ZEP520A) is deposited using spin coating and 
cured on hot plate. The resist is patterned using EBL where a high-energy electron 
beam is scanned over parts of the sample. After exposure to the beam, the resist 
changes its chemical configuration making it solvable in certain liquids. O-xylene, an 
organic solvent, is used to remove exposed parts of the resist in our case. In this way, 
a desired pattern is transferred to resist. Areas of graphene unprotected by resist are 
then removed using a mild oxygen plasma etching (10 s at 50 W). Finally, all the 
resist is removed using organic solvents. Figure 3.9(a-b) shows a graphene flake 
before and after patterning, respectively. 

 
Figure 3.8: Typical graphene sample layout. Graphene is deposited on an oxide, typically 
SiO2, lying on an opaque, conducting substrate. Au electrodes with either Ti or Cr adhesion 
layer are deposited on top. Graphene is patterned using oxygen plasma etching. 
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Depositing electrodes 
After cleaning with organic solvents, a double-layer resist stack consisting of 
copolymer underlayer (MMA(8.5)MAA (EL10), 350 nm) and PMMA (60 nm) top 
layer are deposited by spin coating and cured on hot plate. The double-layer structure 
is utilized to create a certain profile in the resist where the top part is hanging out 
from the resist stack at the edges. 

Resists are patterned by EBL and developed in a mixture of methyl isobutyl 
ketone and isopropanol. The top layer resist is sensitive to the electron beam as 
described above and selectively removed when developed. The bottom layer, 
however, does not require exposure but is solvable already. By controlling the 
development time, a certain amount of the bottom layer is removed, creating the 
desired profile of the resist stack. 

Metal electrodes, typically Au with either a Cr or Ti thin underlayer to improve 
adhesion, are deposited by electron beam evaporation. Finally, the remaining resist 
stack is removed in a lift-off step. Figure 3.9(c) shows the final device with Au 
electrodes after lift-off. 

More detailed recipes for two common lithography procedures are available in 
Appendix A. 

 
  

 
Figure 3.9: Typical graphene fabrication procedure. (a) A graphene flake, attached to a thicker 
piece of graphite, is located in optical microscope. The graphene is outlined in red. (b) EBL 
and oxygen plasma etching are used to pattern the graphene. The mild oxygen plasma etching 
of 10 s at 50 W is sufficient to etch monolayer graphene but only a few layers of the thick 
graphite piece are removed. (c) Au/Ti electrodes are patterned and deposited in a second EBL 
step followed by electron beam evaporation. All scale-bars are 2 µm. 
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4 Material characterization 

In this chapter, field-effect- and high magnetic field measurements are used to 
investigate the electronic properties of the different graphene materials described in 
Chapter 3. In Chapter 4.1, graphene produced by mechanical exfoliation is 
characterized showing excellent electronic properties and the IQHE. The properties of 
CVD-grown graphene on copper catalysts are shown in Chapter 4.2 and for non-
catalytically grown graphene in Chapter 4.3. Raman characterization and electron 
microscopy images for CVD-grown graphene are also presented. 

4.1 Graphene produced by mechanical exfoliation 
Much of the interest in graphene is related to its electronic properties. By using the 
conducting Si substrate as a back gate, a simple graphene field-effect transistor is 
realized. The electronic properties of the graphene device are extracted from 
measurements of graphene resistance while varying the voltage of the gate. 
Figure 4.1(a) shows a room-temperature four-probe measurement of the resistance of 
an exfoliated graphene device as a function of the gate voltage Vg minus the Dirac 
voltage, VD. VD = -2 V, indicating little n-type doping. An optical image of the 
measured device is shown in Figure 4.1(b). 
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The blue circles represent the measured data and the solid black line the 
numerical model described by equation (2.2). Extracted values for the mobility µ and 
the residual charge carrier concentration n0 are 5900 cm2/Vs and 2.4·1011 cm-2 , 
respectively. From the model we obtain R0 = 40 Ω, which is negligible compared to 
the overall resistance (~kΩ) as expected from four-probe measurements and explained 
in Chapter 2.2. 

To further characterize the exfoliated graphene devices, they are cooled to 
cryogenic temperatures (2-20 K) and measured in high magnetic fields (≲14 T). The 
mobility typically increases at low temperature. In Figure 4.2, ρxx and ρxy are shown as 
a function of magnetic field at 20 K for another sample. At high magnetic fields we 
first observe Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations and eventually the IQHE where the 

 
Figure 4.1: (a) Sheet resistance as a function of Vg-VD at room temperature (blue circles) and 
the theoretical model (solid black line). From the model in equation (2.2), we extract the 
values for µ = 5900 cm2/Vs and n0 = 2.4·1011 cm-2. (b) Optical micrograph of the device in 
(a). The graphene is outlined with the red dotted line. The scale-bar is 5 µm. 
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longitudinal resistivity ρxx vanishes. From the low-field behavior of the Hall resistivity 
ρxy we extract a carrier mobility of ~7000 cm2/Vs. At higher fields, ρxy accompanies 
the vanishing ρxx by saturating at a plateau of the theoretical value 12.9 kΩ given by 
equation (2.10). The second plateau at 4.30 kΩ, is less visible. The observation of 
these features show that the sample is indeed monolayer graphene. 

As described in Chapter 2.4, it is also possible to keep the magnetic field 
constant and instead vary the Fermi level by applying a gate voltage. This is shown 
for another sample in Figure 4.3. The magnetic field is kept constant at 14 T while 
varying the gate voltage between -60 V and +60 V. The 12.9 kΩ, 4.30 kΩ, and 2.6 kΩ 
plateaus are clearly seen in ρxy. For negative gate voltages, additional plateaus are 
visible. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.2: The half-integer quantum Hall effect in exfoliated graphene at 20 K. At ~6 T, a 
Hall plateau becomes visible accompanied by vanishing longitudinal resistivity. This is the 
quantum Hall effect. For negative field similar behavior is seen. At lower magnetic fields, 
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations are observed. The values at which ρxy are quantized is a 
signature of monolayer graphene. 
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4.2 Graphene produced by catalytic chemical vapor deposition 
The graphene grown on Cu by CVD is transferred to standard SiO2/Si substrates for 
electrical characterization. Achieving a high uniformity and reproducibility is equally 
important as achieving a high mobility. Hence, several (~20) devices are fabricated on 
each chip to probe the reproducibility. Some devices are intentionally made at places 
where graphene looks optically uniform. High reproducibility is achieved in this case. 
When devices are made at random, the performance is sometimes poor, showing that 
there are areas in the material with inferior properties. This could be related to catalyst 
preparation procedures and the transfer process. 

Room temperature field-effect measurements of three different devices on the 
same chip are shown in Figure 4.4(a). Four-probe resistance is shown as a function of 
Vg together with the model fit of equation (2.2). The Dirac voltage was situated at 

 
Figure 4.3: (a) Longitudinal resistivity of exfoliated graphene as a function of gate voltage at 
2 K and 14 T. The data is recorded for a different sample than that of Figure 4.2. 
(b) Corresponding Hall resistivity. Quantum Hall plateaus at 12.9 kΩ, 4.3 kΩ, and 2.6 kΩ 
are clearly seen. Additional plateaus are visible for negative gate voltages. 
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~15 V for all three devices having the same dimensions. Figure 4.4(b) shows an 
optical image of one of the devices. The mobility varies slightly between devices 
between 2600 and 3400 cm2/Vs. The residual charge carrier concentration is in the 

range 4.4-4.9 · 1011 cm-2. 
There were a few measurements performed at low temperature and in high 

magnetic fields for devices made from Cu-grown graphene (data not shown in this 
thesis). They show carrier mobility similar to the values obtained from room-
temperature gate-dependence measurements (as in Figure 4.4(a)), but no IQHE. 

Raman spectroscopy also provides information about the quality of graphene, 
including the chemical configuration, the defect density, and the number of layers. In 

 
Figure 4.4: (a) Sheet resistance as a function of gate voltage for three similar devices on the 
same chip at room temperature. The graphene is grown on copper foil and transferred to 
SiO2/Si substrates. The devices have similar doping with mobilities between 2600 and 
3400 cm2/Vs at room temperature. (b) Optical image of one of the devices. Holes and other 
non-uniformities are observed in the graphene surrounding the device. The scale-bar is 
2 µm. 
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this work it is used a probe of both the quality and uniformity of a graphene device. A 
typical Raman spectrum for graphene grown on copper and transferred to SiO2/Si 
substrate is shown in Figure 4.5. The strong 2D peak (~2683 cm-1) with intensity 
larger than twice that of the G peak (~1591 cm-1) can be fitted with a single 
Lorentzian, indicating that the sample is monolayer graphene. There is also a small D 
peak (~1350 cm-1) indicating some disorder in the film. The combination of a large 
I2D/IG = 3- and a small ID/IG = 0.2 intensity ratio shows that the graphene is of 
reasonably high quality. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging of the Cu-grown graphene 
was also performed and is presented in Chapter 4.3. 

4.3 Graphene produced by non-catalytic chemical vapor deposition 
The most significant difference between non-catalytically grown graphene on 
insulators and graphene grown on Cu is the order of magnitude smaller grain size. 
Indirect measurements of the grain size obtained by different methods are provided in 
this chapter. The smaller grain size leads to worse electronic properties compared to 
catalytically grown graphene. Field-effect measurements of graphene grown on Si3N4 
are shown in Figure 4.6(a). The graphene used in this particular device shows optical 

 
Figure 4.5: Raman spectrum of Cu-grown graphene transferred to SiO2/Si substrate. The 2D 
peak can be fitted with a single Lorentzian and its intensity is more than twice than that of 
the G peak, which is characteristic for monolayer graphene. There is also a small D peak 
indicating some disorder in the film. Peaks at 2450 cm-1 and 3250 cm-1 are attributed to 
higher-order Raman signals. Adapted from original in paper I. 
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properties similar to those of exfoliated high-quality graphene as measured by 
spectroscopic ellipsometry (as seen in the supplementary information of [121]). Upon 
applying gate voltage in the range -20 V to +40 V, there is only about 25 % 
modulation of resistance, showing that the mobility is very low. The model described 
by equation (2.2) is not suitable with such poor electronic behavior but instead the 
mobility can be estimated directly from the simpler Drude model described by 
equation (2.4). It is in the order of tens of cm2/Vs, varying only slightly with the 
growth substrate. The samples are also measured in magnetic fields at both room- and 
low temperature. The extracted mobilities from these measurements are in the same 
range as the ones estimated from equation (2.4), and do not vary significantly with 
temperature. A strong negative magnetoresistance is observed, even at room 
temperature, characteristic of disordered carbon materials [69, 139-143]. We fit such 
data by the theory of weak localization to extract the phase dephasing lengths of the 
system. These increase from 6-7 nm at room temperature to 10-11 nm at 4 K (for data 
and a full description, see reference [120]), giving an indication of the typical 
scattering lengths in the system. 

Raman measurements of graphene grown on SiO2 are shown in Figure 4.6(b). G 
and 2D peaks are observed at ~1591 cm-1 and ~2683 cm-1, respectively, but the 
features are less sharp than in the case of catalytically grown graphene (shown in 
Figure 4.5). The distinct peaks differentiate this material from amorphous carbon (α-
C), where very wide D and G bands merge together and there is no 2D peak [87, 145-

 
Figure 4.6: (a) Sheet resistance as a function of gate voltage for graphene grown directly on 
100 nm thick Si3N4. The resistivity is modulated ~25 % for gate voltages between -20 V and 
+40 V. The Dirac point is not visible, which is typical for this kind of graphene. Adapted 
from original in paper III. (b) Raman spectrum for graphene grown on SiO2 for 30 min (top), 
45 min (middle), and 60 min (bottom). These films show distinct 2D and G peaks, which is 
characteristic for graphitic carbon. There is also a strong D peak, indicating significant 
disorder in the films. Curves are shifted along the ordinate for clarity. The figure is adapted 
from the original in [120] and the measurement was performed by Matthew Cole [144]. 
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147]. The D peak at 1350 cm-1 is very pronounced in non-catalytically grown 
graphene, indicating high disorder. We attribute this to the small grain domain size of 
this type of graphene compared to the laser spot in the Raman system, which is either 
~1 µm or ~10 µm for the systems used in this work. Hence the spot covers numerous 
domain boundaries leading to the large D peak. The length scale of disorder is 
roughly estimated by analyzing the intensity ratio ID/IG, to be ~7-8 nm [91]. 

To further analyze the grain structure of the material and directly observe the 
microscopic structure, TEM analysis is performed. Graphene is transferred to TEM 
grids consisting of an irregular holey carbon network supported by a copper matrix 
structure using techniques similar to those described in Chapter 3.2. These are loaded 
into a TEM operating at a low acceleration voltage (≲80 kV) so as to minimize the 
induced structural damage to the graphene while imaging [150-153]. Both graphene 

 
Figure 4.7: (a) SEM micrograph of Cu-grown graphene transferred to a holey carbon TEM 
grid. The graphene spans over holes up to ~10 µm wide. The scale-bar is 2 µm. (b) TEM 
diffraction pattern for graphene similar to that in (a). It clearly shows the hexagonal signature 
of monolayer graphene. Image obtained by Olof Bäcke [148]. (c) TEM diffraction pattern for 
non-catalytically grown graphene for a focused beam of diameter ~10 nm. For larger beams, 
hexagonal patterns from two or more domains are observed as seen in (d) and (e), 
respectively. This shows that the domain size is in the order of ~10 nm. Images in (c-e) are 
obtained by Tim Booth [149]. 
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grown on copper and on insulators are analyzed in TEM for comparison. In 
Figure 4.7(a), a SEM micrograph of Cu-grown graphene transferred to a TEM grid is 
shown. The graphene can span freely over holes up to ~10 µm wide. Diffraction 
patterns in TEM are presented in Figure 4.7(b) [148] and (c-e) [149] for Cu-grown 
and non-catalytically grown graphene, respectively. Graphene grown on copper 
shows the characteristic hexagonal diffraction pattern of monolayer graphene, as 
expected. The grain size is in the order of µm. For non-catalytically grown graphene, 
it is also possible to see the diffraction pattern if the beam spot is focused to only 
~10 nm. For larger beam sizes, hexagonal patterns from many different graphene 
domains are obtained. This indicates that the domain size of this material is in the 
order of ten nanometers, which is consistent with the results obtained from both 
Raman characterization and magnetotransport measurements. 

 The properties of non-catalytic graphene are quite different from those of large-
crystal graphene obtained from mechanical exfoliation and catalytic CVD on copper. 
The fundamental difference is the crystal domain size, resulting from different growth 
mechanisms. Non-catalytic graphene is named such since there is no evidence of 
catalytic activity of the substrate during film formation. On the contrary, the process 
is not self-limiting and only weakly dependent on the substrate material. Instead it is 
believed that graphene flakes form already in the gas phase. At 1000 °C, most of the 
methane or acetylene has already decomposed. The carbon atoms interact and form 
chains and small sp2-hybridized crystallites. Some of these will adhere to the hot and 
flat target substrate. Larger flakes have a higher probability of staying on the 
substrate. Light flakes will not sustain the high-energy thermal vibrations of the 
substrate but will detach. The temperature in our case is still too low to promote 
realignment and orientation of such larger flakes on the hot substrate [154]. Instead, a 
patchwork of tiny randomly oriented grains is formed. At yet lower temperature, 
carbon black will be formed [155-157]. Carbon black is essentially a 3D material 
consisting of chaotically oriented graphitic flakes. In our case the growth process can 
be engineered to produce textured graphene films using a hot and flat substrate, high 
carbon gas concentration, and high temperature. 

We made an attempt to make micro-electromechanical resonators from such 
graphene by suspending it between electrodes. The suspended graphene devices 
described in Chapter 3.5 were electrically characterized. Before suspension they show 
similar behavior as shown in Figure 4.6(a). After suspension the resistance is still in 
the order of ~kΩ. Due to the low mobility of this form of graphene and limited range 
of gate voltages that can be applied without destroying the suspended structure, no 
field effect was observed. Hence, electrical readout of mechanical resonances using 
e.g. mixing was not possible. The main conclusion from these experiments is that 
even this graphene is mechanically sufficiently strong. 
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The main advantage of non-catalytic graphene CVD is avoiding the transfer 
from catalytic growth material to the desired target substrate. The low mobility (tens 
of cm2/Vs) so far limits its practical use as, for example, transparent conductives, 
possibly with the exceptions of touch screens and electrostatic discharge (ESD) 
applications [52]. Possible ways to improve the conductivity include higher 
temperature growth on sapphire [123], the use of strong dopants [25], using catalysis 
elsewhere upstream [129], or making intercalated few-layer graphene [158]. 
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5 Cleaning using atomic force microscope  

Being essentially a surface-only material, graphene is easily affected by surface 
contaminants. In this chapter, a straightforward mechanical technique to obtain 
atomically smooth graphene with improved electronic properties is presented 
(paper V). Chapter 5.1 discusses doping sources and cleaning techniques for 
graphene. Then in Chapter 5.2, the mechanical cleaning technique is described as well 
as the experimental results. Chapter 5.3 provides conclusions. 

5.1 Introduction 
Charged impurities, surface contaminants, and structural deformation all contribute to 
local doping of graphene. This leads to an inhomogeneous charge density, the so-
called electron-hole puddles, and a shift in Dirac voltage VD [159-163]. Both the 
choice of substrate and the microfabrication processing play important roles for the 
resulting doping. While clever choices of materials and chemicals are needed to limit 
contamination, residues from fabrication are inherent in any graphene processing. 
These act as external scattering centers and affect the device properties [138, 164-
169]. 

A variety of techniques exist for cleaning graphene. Standard cleaning using 
solvents such as acetone is not sufficient to remove all the fabrication residues. The 
most commonly used cleaning technique is annealing at high temperature, typically 
~400 °C in Ar/H2 environment [98, 164, 165, 167, 170]. While this technique is able 
to remove most of resist residues through desorption, it may cause increased coupling 
between the substrate and graphene. This leads to mechanical deformation of the 
graphene [169]. Also, temperature cycling of only 100–200 K causes rippling of 
suspended graphene [171]. Both these effects can cause degradation in device 
performance. Additionally, many substrates cannot sustain high temperature 
treatment. Some other can, but not without oxygen atmosphere, which is incompatible 
with graphene. One such example is ferroelectric barium strontium titanate (BSTO) 
thin films on Nb-doped strontium titanate (Nb-STO) substrates. Due to the polarized 
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surface, charged contaminants adhere very strongly to these substrates. This renders 
graphene on BSTO heavily contaminated and difficult to clean. 

Another cleaning method is annealing by Joule heating [138, 172]. This 
technically simple procedure can be done in many setups, including in situ in a 
cryostat. It is often used for cleaning suspended graphene devices. However, as 
graphene is heated locally to high temperature it leads to rippling or even breakage if 
too much current is applied [171, 173]. 

Recently, mechanical cleaning of graphene was suggested as an alternative 
[174-177]. It is possible to use the mechanical cleaning method to obtain clean, 
atomically smooth graphene. The tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM) is scanned 
in direct mechanical contact with graphene, removing contaminants in broom-like 
movements. Resist residues are efficiently brushed away, piling up outside the 
graphene flake. This technique produces atomically smooth graphene with improved 
electronic properties. Graphene on BSTO/Nb-STO is used in this work as benchmark 
for the efficiency of the mechanical cleaning method. 

5.2 Experiment and results 
AFM is used in tapping mode to observe the devices before and after cleaning. In this 
mode, the interaction between graphene and the AFM is weak and does not influence 
the graphene. Cleaning is then done in contact mode using several different AFM 
probes and different forces. This technique can be used on both mechanically 
exfoliated graphene and CVD-grown graphene. For CVD-grown graphene, care must 
be taken not to apply too large mechanical force that can damage the graphene. In this 
thesis, however, all results presented are from exfoliated graphene. 

Typical height and phase images of graphene devices on SiO2 after fabrication 
are shown in Figure 5.1(a) and (b), respectively. The device is contaminated with 
resist residues and shows a height root mean square (RMS) roughness RRMS of 
0.77 nm and 0.47 nm for a 0.5 x 0.5 µm2 measurement area of graphene and bare 
SiO2 substrate, respectively. For comparison, pristine SiO2 has a typical RRMS of 
~0.2-0.3 nm before processing. 
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Figure 5.1: Tapping mode height (a) and phase (b) AFM images before cleaning. The device 
is contaminated and the graphene height RMS roughness is 0.77 nm. 
(c) and (d) Corresponding height and phase images after four scans in contact mode. The 
graphene height RMS roughness is reduced to 0.28 nm. The scale-bars in (a-d) are all 1 µm. 
The z-scales in (a) and (c) are both 10 nm. (e) Overview AFM height image for a graphene 
Hall-bar device after cleaning. Only the central part was cleaned. The two ellipses mark 
beads with pushed-away contaminants. The scale-bar is 2 µm and the z-scale is 25 nm. 
Adapted from paper V. 
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To start the mechanical cleaning, the AFM is then set to contact mode, pushing 
the TiN-coated Si tip in direct contact with the sample. Contaminants are 
mechanically pushed to the sides in a broom-like way by scanning the tip back and 
forth over the sample. Typically three to five such scans are performed. The graphene 
is generally clean after only two scans and only minor improvement is seen with 
subsequent cleaning. In Figure 5.1(c) and (d) tapping mode images of the same area 
as in Figure 5.1(a) and (b) are shown after four scans in contact mode. RRMS is now 
reduced to 0.28 nm and 0.29 nm for graphene and bare SiO2 substrate, respectively, 
similar to the roughness of SiO2 before processing. The entire cleaning procedure 
takes about 30 min and depends on the area to be cleaned and the force used. 

To further clarify the effect of the cleaning, an overview AFM image obtained 
in tapping mode is shown in Figure 5.1(e). Only the central area of the device is 
cleaned in contact mode (both graphene and the surrounding substrate are cleaned). 
Beads of pushed-away contaminants have formed around the cleaned area, as 
indicated by the two ellipses. RRMS is significantly larger outside the cleaned area. 

A variety of graphene samples were cleaned using this method. RRMS of SiO2 is 
in the wide range 0.35–1.40 nm after lithographic processing. For graphene, the 
corresponding values after device fabrication are RRMS ~ 0.30–0.65 nm. The cleaning 
procedure significantly reduces the roughness. RRMS ~ 0.18–0.23 nm and 
RRMS ~ 0.12–0.25 nm are obtained after cleaning for the uncovered SiO2 substrate and 
graphene, respectively. Devices on both dry- and wet thermal oxide are studied. Wet 
oxide is rougher than dry oxide. However, the roughness of graphene depends more 
on the force applied during AFM cleaning than the type of oxide substrate. When 
using a stiff cantilever (NSG10/TiN, spring constant C ~ 15 N/m) and a large contact 
force (180 nN), the graphene is pushed down in closer contact with the substrate. This 
leads to similar roughness for both bare SiO2 and graphene (RRMS ~ 0.2 nm, similar to 
that of SiO2 prior to any processing). In contrast, when a softer cantilever (PPP-
CONPt-20, C ~ 0.17 N/m) and smaller contact force (30 nN) are used, the graphene 
shows a much lower RRMS than the substrate. For graphene a typical value of 
RRMS = 0.13 nm is obtained. This shows that the graphene conforms significantly less 
to the substrate when using a moderate contact force during cleaning. 

Measuring the step height of graphene flakes on SiO2 using AFM is not a 
reliable method for determining the number of layers. It can, however, give 
indications of the cleanliness of the graphene. After device processing, the measured 
step height of monolayer graphene (as determined by other techniques) increases to 
1.5–2.0 nm. After cleaning it is reduced to 0.6–0.7 nm, which is typical for as-
deposited graphene on SiO2 [178]. 
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To study the effect of the cleaning process on the electronic properties of 
graphene, samples are measured electrically before and after cleaning. Field-effect 
measurements are performed at room temperature. The Dirac point VD consistently 
shifts closer to zero after cleaning. After fabrication, devices are typically p-doped, 
showing a positive VD in the range 12–24 V. After cleaning, VD is shifts to slightly 
negative voltages. This observed weak electron doping is probably induced by 
charges trapped in the oxide. Sometimes the sample is still p-doped after cleaning, but 
the doping is significantly reduced. 

For almost all samples, we also see an increased mobility after cleaning. 
However, the use of a small contact force is needed for the improvement to be 
significant. Figure 5.2 shows typical resistance measurements of a graphene device on 
SiO2/Si cleaned using a small contact force. The sample changes from p-type doping 
to slightly n-type doping, as seen by the shift of Dirac voltage (from VD = 12 V to 
VD = -3 V). The mobility, estimated from the hole-branch of the curve, is increased 
from ~4300 cm2/Vs to ~7700 cm2/Vs. 

 
Figure 5.2: Resistance as a function of gate voltage (trace and retrace) before (blue, dashed 
line) and after (red, solid line) cleaning for a graphene device on SiO2/Si. The Dirac point 
moves closer to zero after cleaning and the mobility increases from ~4300 cm2/Vs to 
~7700 cm2/Vs. Adapted from paper V. 
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To illustrate the effectiveness of the cleaning method, it is also employed to 
graphene devices on ferroelectric BSTO/Nb-STO. Contaminants adhere strongly to 
the surface and are inherently difficult to remove due to the polarization of the 
ferroelectric film. Figure 5.3 shows height (a), phase (b), and histogram of the phase 
(c) measurements of graphene on BSTO after processing. It is heavily contaminated 
with RRMS = 1.82 nm for graphene and RRMS = 1.66 nm for bare BSTO substrate. 
Mechanical cleaning is able to remove these strongly adhered contaminants and 
recover atomically smooth graphene. In Figure 5.3(d-f), corresponding images for the 
same area of graphene on BSTO are shown after cleaning. The graphene becomes 
atomically flat after cleaning, with clearly visible atomic steps in the BSTO. RRMS 
reduces to 0.17 nm for graphene and 0.41 nm for BSTO. The phase response 
transforms from a broad distribution to two distinct peaks. The peaks at roughly -25 ° 
and +20 °, correspond to graphene and BSTO, respectively. 

 
Figure 5.3: (a) AFM height and (b) phase images of graphene on BSTO. (c) Histogram of 
the phase measurement data. Graphene on BSTO is heavily contaminated after fabrication 
with a graphene height RMS roughness of 1.82 nm. (d-f) Corresponding images after 
cleaning in contact mode. The graphene RMS roughness decreases to 0.17 nm and atomic 
steps become clearly visible in the BSTO film. The phase response changes from a broad 
distribution to two distinct peaks corresponding to graphene and the BSTO substrate, 
respectively. The arrows point at the graphene. All scale-bars are 500 nm. The Z-scales in 
(a) and (d) are both 8 nm. Adapted from paper V. 
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5.3 Conclusions 
Graphene is easily contaminated after nanofabrication processing, which affects its 
electronic properties. Mechanical cleaning of graphene using AFM is an easy way to 
obtain clean and atomically flat graphene. It improves the charge neutrality of 
graphene and, using moderate contact force, increases the mobility. Especially for 
samples that are incompatible with standard high temperature annealing cleaning 
processes, this technique appears to be indispensible, as in the case of graphene on 
BSTO/Nb-STO. 
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6 Graphene bolometer 

Owing to its exotic electronic properties and atomic thickness, graphene has been 
suggested as sensing material in a large number of applications. One such sensor 
device is proposed in this chapter: the graphene-based cold-electron bolometer. It is a 
detector for microwave radiation (paper VI). Chapter 6.1 introduces different 
radiation detectors. Chapter 6.2 describes the device layout and the measurement 
results. Finally, Chapter 6.3 contains conclusions and outlook. 

6.1 Introduction 
There exists a range of detectors for high-frequency radiation: Schottky diodes, 
kinetic inductance detectors [179], transition edge detectors [180], hot-electron 
bolometers [181], and CEB detectors [82, 182]. The ultimate low volume and hence 
low electron heat capacity combined with a weak electron-phonon coupling make 
graphene an interesting material to be used in cryogenic bolometer detectors [183]. In 
this work, a proof-of-principle graphene-based CEB is demonstrated. The standard 
Al-based CEB technology is adapted to the use of graphene as detector material and 
the device is characterized as both temperature sensor and as radiation detector. 

6.2 Experiment and results 
Fabrication of the graphene-based CEB starts with graphene exfoliated on standard 
SiO2/Si chips and identified using optical microscopy. The Si chips used in this 
project are not highly doped, as is the case for most chips used with graphene. 
Because of the low doping, they become insulating at cryogenic temperatures. This 
makes them transparent to microwaves and allows for illumination of the device. 
Because the Si is insulating, no gate voltage can be applied. 

Graphene is patterned into rectangles of 5.5 × 2.0 µm2 using EBL and oxygen 
plasma. A second lithography step defines two pillars, one on each end of the 
graphene rectangle. The two pillars consist of Al-based SIN tunnel junctions 
deposited by thermal evaporation. The schematic of the device is shown in 
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Figure 6.1(a). First a thin (1.5 nm) layer of Cr is deposited which (partially) oxidizes 
to form magnetic chromium oxide. This leads to suppression of superconductivity for 
the first Al layer, which is deposited on top (10 nm). Oxygen is let into the chamber to 
form a thin insulating layer of Al2O3. Finally, a superconducting Al layer (70 nm) is 
deposited and encapsulated by Pd (5 nm). The graphene bridges the two SIN 
junctions. In a third lithography step, 80 nm thick Al antenna leads connect to the 
junctions. An AFM phase image of the final devices is shown in Figure 6.1(b). 

Two different cryostats are used for electrical measurements. One is equipped 
with an optical window to enable optical response measurements at temperatures 
down to 270 mK. The other is a cryogen-free dilution refrigerator with a base 
temperature of 50 mK. First, the graphene-based CEB is characterized at the lowest 
temperatures. Current is measured as a function of voltage for temperatures ranging 
from 50 mK to 350 mK as shown in Figure 6.2(a). Corresponding dynamical 
resistance   ∂V / ∂I  is shown in Figure 6.2(b). For temperatures up to ~300 mK, the I-V 

 
Figure 6.1: (a) Schematic side view of the graphene-based CEB. Graphene is deposited on 
SiO2/Si substrates. A heterostructure of Al/Cr, Al2O3, and Pd/Al is deposited using thermal 
evaporation. (b) AFM phase image of the device. The graphene bridges two SIN junctions 
connected by antenna electrodes. The scale-bar is 2 µm. Adapted from paper VI. 
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is non-linear for voltages <150 µV, showing the expected SINIS barrier-like behavior. 
This is less than double the superconducting gap of Al (~400 µV). The apparent gap 
is suppressed and smeared possibly due to electrical noise in the measurement setup. 

Next, the device is moved to the cryostat equipped with an optical window. 
Optical response is measured using a 110 GHz source. Figure 6.3(a) shows such 
measurements performed at 277 mK. The response is clearly visible but it is not 
normalized to responsivity due to lack of calibration of the microwave intensity. As 
mentioned previously, it is also possible to use the CEB as a pure thermometer. By 
measuring current-voltage characteristics for small temperature intervals (temperature 
as measured by the cryostat thermometer) the temperature responsivity of the device 
is obtained. This is shown in Figure 6.3(b). The maximum temperature responsivity of 
~0.4 µV/mK is found around 300 mK. 

6.3 Conclusions 
A graphene-based CEB with Al SIN tunnel junctions is realized and characterized in 
two different cryostats. At 277 mK it shows optical response when illuminated with 
110 GHz radiation. This demonstrates a first proof-of-principle experiment to 
investigate the feasibility of using graphene as absorber material in a CEB. Several 
issues must be addressed in order to optimize the performance. The ratio between 
low- and high resistive states in the current-voltage characteristics is roughly two 
orders of magnitude lower than in state of the art devices with other normal metal 
absorbers. The resistivity of graphene is higher than for most metals. This could be 
improved by intentional doping of the graphene and by fitting a gate electrode, which 
is sufficiently transparent to microwaves. 

 
Figure 6.2: (a) Current as a function of voltage for a graphene-based bolometer in the 
temperature range from 50 mK to 350 mK and corresponding dynamical resistance (b). For 
temperatures lower than ~250 mK, the non-linear behavior saturates. The ratio between high- 
and low resistance regimes is ~10. Adapted from paper VI. 
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By utilizing a normal metal (Al/Cr) as part of SIN junction, the effective 
volume of the absorber (graphene plus the bottom layer of the SIN junctions) is 
greater than the volume of the graphene itself. While it is difficult to quantitatively 
estimate the effective volume, a CEB without any other normal metal is preferable. Al 
tunnel junctions can be made directly to graphene, opening up new possibilities of 
making the ultimate low volume CEB [184]. 

 
Figure 6.3: (a) Optical response for microwave radiation of frequency 110 GHz obtained at 
277 mK. The response is not converted to radiation responsivity due to lack of calibration of 
the microwave intensity. (b) Temperature responsivity at 250 mK, 300 mK, and 350 mK. The 
maximum responsivity of ~0.4 µV/mK is obtained at approximately 300 mK. Adapted from 
paper VI. 
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7 Aharonov-Bohm effect in graphene 

The quantum mechanical Aharonov-Bohm effect is studied in exfoliated graphene in 
this chapter (paper VII). In Chapter 7.1, a background to the experiment and the idea 
of using “mirrors” to enhance the coherence of the system are given. Chapter 7.2 
presents the experimental results where indeed the mirrors improve the visibility of 
Aharonov-Bohm oscillations. Finally, Chapter 7.3 provides conclusions. 

7.1 Introduction 
Electrons behave according to the laws of quantum mechanics. If they can retain 
quantum mechanical phase on the length scale of a measured device, they behave 
coherently and interfere and demonstrate interference effects. One example of such a 
quantum-mechanical interference phenomena in graphene is the Aharonov-Bohm 
effect, which was studied previously [185-190]. In these experiments, typically only 
the first order oscillations are seen. At high magnetic fields, also second order 
oscillations can be seen but with low visibility. 

As described in Chapter 2.5, the visibility of the Aharonov-Bohm effect can be 
improved by depositing metal mirrors to confine charge carriers to the ring. These 
mirrors can be made from either normal metals or a superconducting material. In this 
work, samples with both normal metal (Au, with Ti adhesion layer) and 
superconducting (Al) mirrors are studied to investigate the effect of superconductivity 
[191]. Samples are also fabricated without mirrors for comparison. Some of these 
devices are even fit to the same graphene flake to make all the other parameters as 
similar as possible. 
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7.2 Experiment and results 
Not only the mirror material is considered, but also their placement plays an 
important role. Hence, devices are prepared with no mirrors, mirrors in the transverse 
direction- (T-mirrors), or mirrors in the longitudinal direction (L-mirrors) of the 
current path. Figure 7.1(a) shows a SEM micrograph of a device with Al mirrors in 
the T-mirror configuration. The darker areas pointed out by blue arrows are graphene. 
The width of the current path is 150 nm and the ring diameter is 1.0 µm. In 
Figure 7.1(b) and (c), L- and T-mirror configurations are shown, respectively. 

Since the width of the current path is not negligible compared to the ring 
diameter, both the inner- and outer ring diameter must be considered when estimating 
the excepted periodicity of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations from equation (2.12). A 
thinner current path would give a better-defined periodicity, but also stronger 
contributions from UCFs. For the geometry given, first order Aharonov-Bohm 
oscillations have the theoretical range of 140-250 1/T. 

Samples are placed in a dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of 20 mK. 
Resistance is measured as a function of the magnetic field for a set of temperatures 
ranging from 20 mK to 1590 mK. It was measured using a low-frequency lock-in 
technique with three different currents: 0.5, 5, and 50 nA for optimizing the current-

 
Figure 7.1: (a) SEM image of a graphene Aharonov-Bohm device. The blue, dotted circle 
outlines the graphene ring. The width of the graphene current path is 150 nm and the ring 
diameter is 1 µm. Aluminum mirrors are deposited on the perimeter of the ring as indicated 
by the red arrows. The scale-bar is 1 µm. (b) and (c) Illustrations of longitudinal- (L) and 
transverse (T) mirror configurations, respectively. Adapted from original in paper VII. 
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to-noise ratio. Magnetic fields up to a few tesla are applied. For such a narrow 
graphene channel at low temperature, UCFs are dominant and no IQHE is seen in this 
regime.  

The Dirac voltage of these devices is typically at plus few tens of volts, 
indicating strong p-type doping. Hence, the graphene charge carrier concentration is 
high at Vg = 0. 

Figure 7.2(a) shows a typical measurement of resistance as a function of 
magnetic field for a sample with L-mirrors made of Al at 17 mK. On top of large 
UCFs, a small periodic signal is seen. To distinguish between the aperiodic UCFs and 
the periodic Aharonov-Bohm oscillations, FFT is performed. A running average filter 
is utilized and the slowly varying part of the magnetoresistance is removed prior to 
FFT to enhance visibility of oscillations. The averaging window is chosen to be 5 mT 
giving the best result. To make sure this filtering induced no artifacts, different values 
for the averaging window were tried, yielding a similar result. 

Figure 7.2(b) and (c) show FFT data for samples with Al T-mirrors and L-
mirrors, respectively. The dashed lines indicate expected theoretical values for the 
periodicity. For both types of samples, first order oscillations (h/e) are clearly visible. 
For T-mirror samples, only a weak second order signal (h/2e) is observed, indicating 
limited coherence of the system. For L-mirror samples on the other hand, both first- 
and second order signals are clearly visible. Even third order oscillations (h/3e) can be 
seen, proving significantly improved coherence. 

The phase coherence length Lφ of the system is estimated independently from 
both weak localization and the Einstein relation to be ~1-2 µm, which is comparable 
to the diameter of the ring. 
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The third order oscillations were not seen in previous graphene Aharonov-
Bohm experiments. Also, even second order oscillations were only seen at high 
magnetic fields  (≈ 4 T) . In our experiments we observe higher order peaks at both 

low and high magnetic fields. To explain this we consider two important differences 
in our experiment compared to previous graphene Aharonov-Bohm measurements. 
First, we deposit metal mirrors that are expected to improve coherence by confining 
charge carriers to the ring. We can see a clear difference in the visibility of Aharonov-
Bohm oscillations between the two mirror configurations, indicating that they play a 
major role. 

Second, the temperature in our experiment is significantly lower than in others 
previous. Indeed, by increasing the temperature moderately to 78 mK, the peak 
corresponding to third order oscillations disappears while the second order signal 
turns weak, even for a sample with L-mirrors. FFT data for a L-mirror sample at 
temperatures from 17 mK to 1590 mK are shown in Figure 7.3. At the lowest 
temperature, up to third order signals are visible. At elevated temperature, the peak 

 
Figure 7.2: (a) Resistance as a function of magnetic field for a sample with L-mirrors 
measured at 17 mK. Small, periodic oscillations are seen on top of the larger aperiodic UCFs. 
The inset shows a zoom-in to further visualize the periodic oscillations. (b) and (c) FFT 
spectra after filtering for T- and L-mirror samples, respectively. The dashed lines correspond 
to theoretical values for the first (blue), second (red), and third (green) order oscillations 
determined from the inner- and outer diameters of the ring. The arrows point at the peak 
positions. Adapted from original in paper VII. 
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corresponding to third order oscillations vanishes and at the highest measured 
temperature only a weak first order signal is observed. 

It should be noted that samples have so far been fabricated using different 
graphene flakes for each sample. Also, the mirrors have all been made from Al. To 
study the effects of the mirrors more accurately, samples with and without mirrors 
fabricated on the same graphene flake are studied. Some samples still have Al mirrors 
and some instead have Au/Ti mirrors. Sadly, these samples turned out to be of lower 
graphene quality than the previous ones (in terms of mobility, phase coherence, and 
charge neutrality) and the third order oscillations were not observed. However, a 
significant improvement of the first order signal is observed when L-mirrors were 
present. This is true for samples with both Al and Au/Ti mirrors. For samples with T-
mirrors, however, no improvement is seen independent of mirror material. 

The enhanced visibility of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations for samples with Al L-
mirrors is observed also at magnetic fields exceeding 1 T (not shown in this thesis), 
where the mirrors are surely non-superconducting. Combined with the fact that Al- 
and Au/Ti mirrors give similar improvement of oscillation visibility it can be 
concluded that superconductivity does not play an important role in improving 

 
Figure 7.3: Temperature dependence of FFT spectrum for a graphene Aharonov-Bohm 
device with L-mirror configuration. At the base temperature of 17 mK, first-, second-, and 
third order Aharonov-Bohm oscillations are observed. Already at 78 mK, the second order 
oscillations are difficult to see. At the highest measured temperature of 1590 mK, only a 
weak first order signal is observed. Curves are shifted along the ordinate for clarity. 
Adapted from original in paper VII. 
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visibility of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in these graphene samples. 

7.3 Conclusions 
It is possible to increase the visibility of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in graphene 
nanorings by depositing metal mirrors in the current path. These can be either metallic 
or superconducting and serve the purpose of confining charge carriers to the ring. A 
strong increase in the visibility of higher order signals is observed in samples with 
mirrors in the current path. For samples with mirrors in the transverse direction no 
improvement is observed. For L-mirror samples, up to third order oscillations are 
observed at the base temperature of 17 mK. 

The mirrors were all placed symmetrically either along or transverse the current 
path. It could be interesting to see what difference it would make to place only one 
mirror instead. In this case, it would be possible to investigate the importance of each 
(either entry or exit) mirror by comparing results for different signs of the current 
bias. 

There was no way in this measurement setup to directly probe the 
superconductivity of the Al mirrors. There are, however, signs of SINIS behavior 
looking at the I-Vs of graphene devices with Al mirrors (data is available in 
paper VII). Close to the Dirac point the samples show Coulomb blockade. Graphene 
hence can be considered the insulating part of the SINIS structure. It is an indication 
of superconductivity in the system. 
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8 Weak localization in inhomogeneous 
magnetic fields 

In this chapter, WL in inhomogeneous magnetic fields is studied for graphene 
(paper VIII). Chapter 8.1 gives an introduction to WL in graphene and the idea 
behind the experiment. In Chapter 8.2, the experiment is described in detail and the 
results are presented. Chapter 8.3 provides conclusions. 

8.1 Introduction 
WL is another quantum mechanical effect that can be used to study the electronic 
properties of graphene [68, 69, 71]. Particularly, the inelastic and elastic scattering 
lengths can be assessed as described in Chapter 2.6. The effect is visible at low 
temperature and for low magnetic fields (typically less than 1 T). The previous WL 
experiments on graphene consider homogeneous magnetic fields. In this work instead, 
graphene WL in inhomogeneous magnetic fields is studied. The effect of 
inhomogeneous magnetic fields on WL has been studied for other 2DEGs [74-77]. 
The ultimate two-dimensionality of graphene and the possibility to tune Lφ makes 

graphene an interesting candidate for similar studies. 
The inhomogeneous magnetic field is generated by placing a type-II 

superconductor, in this case Nb, in proximity to graphene. To directly compare 
inhomogeneous and homogeneous WL in graphene, regions of graphene both with- 
and without proximity Nb are fabricated on the same chip. 

8.2 Experiments and results 
Graphene grown on Cu using CVD was chosen for studying WL, mainly for two 
reasons. First, it provides large enough area of material so that both Nb-covered- and 
free regions in the same, continuous piece of graphene can be studied. Hence, the 
current path can be made wide enough to minimize the effects of UCFs and 
significantly wider than the average spacing between vortices. Second, CVD-grown 
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graphene has phase coherence lengths in the order of a few hundred nm, with 
corresponding characteristic magnetic fields of a few mT. In contrast, exfoliated 
graphene of high quality can have Lφ > 1 µm corresponding to Bφ < 1 mT, which 

makes magnetotransport measurements challenging. 
The graphene is transferred to SiO2/Si substrates and patterned with EBL and 

oxygen plasma. Au (80 nm)/Ti (3 nm) metal electrodes are deposited using EBL and 
electron beam evaporation. The entire sample is coated with 30 nm thick Al2O3 using 
atomic layer deposition (ALD) following a nucleation step where 2 nm Al is 
evaporated and subsequently oxidized for 5 min at 200 °C in air. Nb is deposited 
using sputtering followed by the evaporation of Au (50 nm)/Ti (3 nm) to facilitate 
wire bonding. In a final EBL step, argon ion- and NF3 reactive-ion are used to remove 
selective areas of the Au/Nb layer. A schematic of the sample design, with one Nb-
covered and two free areas of graphene, is shown in Figure 8.1(a). A magnetic field is 
applied perpendicular to the sample. The magnetic field penetrates the type-II 
superconducting Nb film in the form of Abrikosov vortices [81]. This leads to an 
inhomogeneous magnetic field also penetrating the Nb-covered graphene, which is 
separated from Nb by only 30 nm. An optical micrograph of the final structure is 
shown in Figure 8.1(b). The effective area of graphene probed in electrical 
measurements is W × L = 8 × 32 µm2.  

 
Figure 8.1: (a) Schematic side view of the sample layout. CVD-grown graphene on SiO2/Si 
substrates is patterned using oxygen plasma and metal electrodes are deposited. The entire 
structure is covered with Al2O3. Selected areas are covered with Nb using sputtering and 
reactive ion etching. (b) Top view optical micrograph. Graphene is outlined by dashed red 
lines. Current is injected using the two bottom corner electrodes. Separate voltage probes are 
used to independently measure the resistance of both Nb-covered- and free graphene regions 
(one to the left- and one to the right of the Nb-covered area). The scale-bar is 20 µm. The 
graphene channel width is 8 µm and the distance between voltage probes is 32 µm. Adapted 
from original in paper VIII. 
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The resistance of Nb-covered- and free graphene is recorded independently 
using four-probe lock-in measurements at 4 K. A certain increase of magnetic field is 
needed for the vortices to move. This is due to strong vortex pinning due to defects in 
the Nb film. The vortices move in the form of vortex avalanches, which have been 
studied using various methods [192, 193]. Such collective motion leads to a step-wise 
change in the effective magnetic field in close proximity to the superconductor. The 
magnetoresistance of graphene can be used to study such vortex motion, and 
measurements of this phenomenon are presented in the end of this chapter [76]. 
However, for studying weak localization, vortex avalanches must be avoided. Both 
the effect of vortex avalanches and the screening of the magnetic field due to the 
Meissner effect can be avoided by using a field-cool measurement technique 
previously described in literature [75, 76]. The sample is first heated to >10 K, which 
is higher than Tc, the critical temperature of Nb thin films used in this experiment, 
8 K < Tc < 9 K. The magnetic field is set at this elevated temperature. Then, the 

sample is cooled to base temperature (field-cooled) and the resistance is recorded. 
Both Nb-covered- and free graphene are measured using field cooling for comparison, 
even though it is only necessary for the former. A heater situated close to the sample, 
in addition to the small thermal mass of the sample holder, makes it possible to 
relatively fast cycle temperature between 4 K and 10 K. Despite this, such a 
measurement is still very time consuming and is typically performed over night. 

A field-cool measurement for Nb-covered graphene with an applied back-gate 
voltage of Vg = -20 V averaged over four magnetic field sweeps is shown in 
Figure 8.2(a). The graphene is intrinsically n-doped after fabrication and remains n-
doped for the full range of gate voltages applied. For |B| > 3 mT it can be well 
described using the ordinary graphene WL model and equation (2.13). The extracted 
fitting parameters are Bφ = 2.6 mT (Lφ = 250 nm) for inelastic scattering, and the two 

elastic scattering terms Bi = 200 mT (Li = 29 nm) and B* = 500 mT (L* = 18 nm). It is 
difficult to obtain accurate values for Bi and B*  due to the degree the two are 
mathematically convoluted in equation (2.13) [71]. However, it is clear for all 
samples measured that elastic scattering dominates (shorter scattering length) over 
inelastic scattering. 	  
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For |B| < 3 mT, a deviation from the quadratic low-field behavior, expected for 
graphene in homogeneous magnetic fields, is observed. The effect is too weak for 
quantitative analysis using equation (2.14). The magnetic field range where the data 
deviates from the fit using equation (2.13) corresponds roughly to Bφ .	   Similar 
measurements for free graphene (no Nb in close proximity) are shown in 
Figure 8.2(b) (left-side free graphene) and (c) (right-side free graphene). While field 

 
Figure 8.2: (a) Field-cool conductivity measurement of Nb-covered graphene with Vg = -20 V 
(solid black line). For |B| < 3 mT, a deviation from ordinary graphene WL behavior, fit using 
equation (2.13) (blue dashed line), is observed. A straight line is added for comparison (red 
dashed line) (b) Similar measurement for free graphene with comparable resistivity and 
extracted scattering lengths (solid black line). It can be well described by equation (2.13) 
(blue dashed line). (c) Similar measurement for free graphene (taken for the other side of the 
graphene structure), but for graphene with higher conductivity and longer Lφ. Adapted from 

original in paper VIII. 
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cooling is not necessary in this case, it is still measured the same way for comparison. 
There is no observable deviation from the normal graphene WL theory. The left- and 
right-side free graphene yield Bφ = 2.8 mT (Lφ = 240 nm)  and 
Bφ = 0.9 mT (Lφ = 420 nm),  respectively. Hence, the measurement presented in 
Figure 8.2(b) provides the most direct comparison with the data for the Nb-covered 
sample. It is slightly noisier due to less averaging than for those in 
Figure 8.2(a) and (c). 

Graphene offers the possibility to tune Lφ by tuning the carrier concentration 
using a gate electrode. Measurements of Nb-covered graphene for four different gate 
voltages are shown in Figure 8.3. Since the sample is n-doped, an increased gate 
voltage leads to an increased charge carrier density and a larger Lφ. By changing the 

gate voltage from -20 V to +15 V, Lφ increases from 250 nm to 320 nm (Bφ decreases 

from 2.6 mT to 1.6 mT). The deviation from normal WL behavior becomes less 
pronounced with increasing Lφ. 

Finally, Figure 8.4 shows WL resistivity for a sample with graphene in close 
proximity to an unpatterned Nb film, covering the entire substrate, in the absence of 
field-cool measurements. Instead, the magnetic field is directly swept at 4 K. The 

 
Figure 8.3: Conductivity as a function of magnetic field for Nb-covered graphene for four 
different gate voltages. As the gate voltage is increased from -20 V to +15 V, the carrier 
concentration is increased and so is Lφ. The low-field discrepancy becomes less pronounced 

for increased Lφ. Adapted from original in paper VIII. 
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resistance changes stepwise, where each step is attributed to a vortex avalanche event. 
The steps are always present at low temperature but their exact positions vary. 

8.3 Conclusions 
A deviation from the normal graphene WL theory is observed for Nb-covered 
graphene when measured using the field-cooling technique. The deviation is 
attributed to the inhomogeneous field induced by proximity to the superconducting 
thin film. The effect is weak, but observable. Quantitative comparisons could not be 
made with theories on inhomogeneous WL. Tuning the carrier concentration, and 
hence the phase coherence length, changes the low-field WL behavior. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 8.4: Nb-covered graphene WL resistivity in the absence of field cooling. The 
stepwise changes of resistivity are attributed to vortex avalanches. The inset shows a zoom-
in on some of the resistance steps. Adapted from original in paper VIII. 
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9 Summary and outlook 

Graphene is an enticing material with all its superlative attributes and possible usage 
in applications. At first sight, it really appears to be a super material and in a scientific 
sense it could be argued that so is the case. It is important to note, however, that 
several challenges remain for graphene to be successful in commercial applications. 
One such challenge is opening a band gap in graphene while maintaining high 
mobility. Another challenge is large-scale graphene fabrication, one of the two main 
focuses of this thesis. As presented in this thesis, it is possible to grow large-area 
graphene of reasonably high quality (µ > 3000 cm2/Vs) on Cu using CVD, but 
achieving homogeneity similar to what can be achieved with traditional 
semiconductors is so far difficult. 

A problematic aspect of graphene fabrication is the transfer of graphene from 
growth template to the desired target substrate. In this thesis two different techniques 
were utilized. First, it is possible to chemically etch Cu while a thin polymer is 
supporting the graphene. This widely used technique is rather reproducible, but leaves 
lots of residues and the Cu catalyst is consumed in the process. Second, we show that 
the polymer-protected graphene can instead be delaminated from Cu using hydrogen 
bubbling. The main advantage for this technology is that the Cu can be reused. 

Wet transfer techniques may be acceptable in some manufacturing processes, 
such as roll-to-roll production of liquid-crystal display (LCD) screens. They are, 
however, unlikely to be incorporated into any manufacturing based on wafer 
processing. Also, the use of Cu is not compatible with traditional Si processing due to 
contamination issues. To avoid the transfer step, the growth of graphene on 
insulating- and semiconducting substrates was investigated. Such growth is 
fundamentally different from the catalytic growth on Cu. Graphene grown non-
catalytically is nanocrystalline with inferior electronic properties (µ ~ a few tens of 
cm2/Vs). The growth is not self-limiting, but the number of graphene layers can be 
controlled by the process parameters. Hence, both the electrical conductivity and the 
optical transmittance of the resulting graphene can be tuned. It has been shown that 
graphene grown non-catalytically at higher temperature (~1600 °C, as compared to 
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~1000 °C used in this work) can exhibit significantly higher mobility, rendering hope 
for high-quality graphene growth on insulators [123]. 

Graphene devices suffer from a variety of contaminants from microfabrication 
processing, in particular polymer residues. The mechanical cleaning method presented 
here can render graphene atomically smooth after processing. In contrast to standard 
annealing cleaning methods, it can be used for cleaning graphene devices on 
substrates that are not high-temperature compatible in Ar/H2 atmosphere, such as 
BSTO/Nb-STO. A major challenge is scaling up from cleaning single devices to 
wafer-scale cleaning. 

The second part of this thesis concerns experiments combining graphene with 
superconductors. A graphene-based CEB was realized, where graphene was used as 
the normal metal absorber. The atomic thickness of graphene makes for a detector 
with extremely small volume. It shows optical response at 110 GHz and a temperature 
responsivity of ~0.4 µV/mK around 300 mK. Further device optimization, especially 
in terms of impedance matching and improving the ratio between low- and high 
resistive states, is needed to assess the prospects of this technology. 

The quantum mechanical Aharonov-Bohm effect was studied in graphene 
nanorings. Previously, the visibility of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in Ag was 
improved by applying superconducting Al strips close to the ring due to a phase 
memory effect. When applying Al strips close to the graphene nanoring, indeed a 
significant improvement of the oscillations is seen. With L-mirrors up to third order 
oscillations are observed. The improvement is, however, not observed for samples 
with T-mirrors, in contrast with previous experiments on Ag. In addition, the same 
behavior is observed for samples with mirrors made from normal metal Au instead of 
superconducting Al, ruling out the phase memory effect as the main reason for the 
increased visibility in our case. Instead, it is explained by confinement of charge 
carriers to the nanoring due to the Fermi velocity mismatch between graphene and the 
metal mirrors. 

Weak localization, another quantum mechanical effect, was studied for 
graphene in inhomogeneous magnetic fields. A type-II superconducting Nb thin film 
was put in close proximity to graphene in order to generate the inhomogeneous field. 
A small, but detectable, deviation from the standard weak localization behavior for 
graphene was observed for small fields (|B| < 3 mT). Since the effect is small, it is 
difficult to quantify and to compare with previous measurements on semiconducting 
2DEGs. Better sample uniformity may increase the visibility of the effect. 

Graphene is still a young material and it remains unclear which applications it 
may be used in. Maybe its greatest impact will come from opening up the world to 
other 2D materials, a world that we have only scratched the surface of so far. 
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Appendix A: Recipes for sample fabrication 

Graphene exfoliation 

Producing graphene using mechanical exfoliation is part skill and part luck. By proper 
choices of materials and techniques the production of 20-40 µm monolayer flakes can 
be reasonably reproducible. 

The following parameters (among others) were more or less systematically 
studied to assess their effect on the yield of monolayer flakes, and their cleanliness, 
when exfoliating on SiO2/Si substrates: 

• the graphite source material (highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), 
natural graphite, or industrial-grade graphite), 

• pre-patterning of the graphite using optical lithography and O2 plasma, 
• the tape used (blue Nitto Denko tape, semi-transparent office tape, thermal 

release tape, or kapton tape), 
• the number of cleavages of the graphite, 
• the use of fresh- or reused tape (tape with graphite that has already been used), 
• optical inspection of the as-cleaved graphite on the tape to chose specific 

regions, 
• substrate surface treatment (with or without O2 plasma cleaning, 120 °C 

annealing in air, or 400 °C in Ar/H2 atmosphere), 
• the temperature of the substrate when the final exfoliation is performed (room 

temperature, or 120 °C), 
• what tool, time and force is used when pushing the graphite/tape towards the 

substrate, 
• and how quickly and at what angle the tape is removed from the substrate. 

There is a large contribution of randomness in the yield of monolayer graphene 
flakes, but at least four parameters were found to play a role: the choice of graphite 
source material, pre-patterning of that graphite, the choice of tape, and optical 
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inspection of the as-cleaved graphite on tape. There is not enough statistics to rule out 
any of the other parameters, but at least these four were found to be of relevance. 

Different graphite sources yield different results. HOPG gives a relatively large 
fraction of monolayer areas with little visible contamination. Sadly, the larger 
monolayers are rarely freestanding but instead most often attached to various regions 
of thicker graphite. Commercial-grade graphite also gives a decent fraction of 
monolayer flakes that are more likely to be freestanding. However, there are visible 
contaminants on the as-produced graphene flakes and devices made from such 
graphite show significantly higher doping. The best result is obtained for natural 
graphite (“graphenium flakes” from NGS Naturgraphit GmbH), which gives the 
highest yield of freestanding monolayer graphene without visible contamination. 
Also, devices made from such graphene shows the lowest doping after fabrication. 
Hence, it is the graphite used in this work. 

The yield of large monolayers increases by first pre-patterning the graphite 
using optical lithography and O2 plasma (five minutes etching at 100 W). The pattern 
consisted of squares of different sizes. Despite that this technique improves the 
exfoliation result, it was not used for the samples in this thesis in order to avoid the 
risk of doping graphene due to interaction with photoresists. 

Essentially any kind of tape can be used to exfoliate graphene. Generally, using 
a stickier tape gives larger monolayer flakes, but also more contamination. In this 
work, low levels of contamination are a higher priority than large flake sizes and the 
not very sticky blue Nitto Denko tape is used. 

Optical inspection of the first exfoliation is probably the most important non-
material related technique to improve monolayer yield. Ideally, the graphite piece 
exfoliated on the tape should as thin as possible, shiny, uniform, and continuous. 

A typical procedure to produce graphene by mechanical exfoliation is: 
• Clean the SiO2/Si substrates in an acetone ultrasonic bath (high power, 5 min), 

then put them in isopropanol and finally blow dry using N2. Then, clean in O2 
plasma (100 W, 3 min). Finally, anneal in Ar/H2 atmosphere at 400 °C for 
60 min. 

• Put a piece of natural graphite on a piece of pre-cut Nitto Denko tape that is 
~2 mm larger than the graphite flake. Push the graphite firmly with your 
finger (using gloves) to make sure it is in close contact with the tape. Remove 
the bulk of graphite using sharp tweezers. 

• Inspect the graphite as described previously. If it does not look thin and 
uniform, restart the procedure. 

• Cut an approximately 100 × 100 mm2 piece of tape and put it on a table, sticky 
side up. Push the small piece of tape, graphite side down, towards the large 
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sheet of tape. Make sure they are in close contact by pushing it down with 
your finger. Exfoliate slowly, ~5 s. 

• Repeat the previous step 5-15 times, each time on a fresh area of the tape. The 
thickness of the graphite after the first exfoliation on the small piece of tape 
decides how many exfoliations are needed. The thinner the flake, the fewer 
exfoliations. There should be barely visible pieces of graphite left on the large 
piece of tape after the last exfoliation when enough many iterations have been 
made. 

• Finally, push the small piece of tape towards a SiO2/Si substrate, graphite side 
down, push in firm contact using your finger, and exfoliate slowly, ~5 s. 

Then find the monolayer regions using an optical microscope. 
 

EBL graphene etch recipe 

The most straightforward way to etch graphene is by oxygen plasma etching. While 
all resists leave residues that affect the properties of graphene, e-beam ones (PMMA, 
ZEP) seem to cause less doping than photolithography ones (S1813, AZ). A standard 
EBL etching recipe using ZEP resist is as follows: 

• Substrate cleaning, first in acetone (1 min), then isopropanol (1 min), and 
finally N2 blow dry. 

• Spin coat ZEP520A:anisole 1:1, 4 krpm, 1 min. 

• Soft bake of resist, 5 min at 160 °C on a hot plate. 

• EBL exposure, 100 kV, 300 µC/cm2. 

• Develop in o-xylene 60 s, rinse in isopropanol (30 s), and N2 blow dry. 

• Etch in oxygen plasma, 10 s at 50 W (using a Plasma Therm BatchTop 
PE/RIE m/95). 10 s is enough to etch few-layer-thick pieces of graphite but 
most graphite pieces from mechanical exfoliation will remain. Hence, it is 
important to adjust both the etch- and electrode patterns to avoid short-circuits. 

• Remove all resist in 1165 remover and clean in acetone (~10 min), rinse in 
isopropanol (30 s) and N2 blow dry. 

 

EBL lift-off recipe 

There are many options on how to define electrodes to graphene. This is a standard 
recipe, which works for many purposes: 

• Substrate cleaning, first in acetone (1 min), then isopropanol (1 min), and 
finally N2 blow dry. 
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• Spin coat copolymer (EL10), 4 krpm, 1 min. 

• Soft bake of resist, 5 min at 160 °C on a hot plate. 

• Spin coat PMMA (A2), 4 krpm, 1 min. 

• Soft bake of resist, 5 min at 160 °C on a hot plate. 

• EBL exposure, 100 kV, 300 µC/cm2. 

• Develop in isobutyl ketone:isopropanol 1:1 90 s, rinse in isopropanol (30 s), 
and N2 blow dry. 

• Metal deposition. A common choice of materials for electrodes is 
Au (80 nm)/Ti (3nm) deposited by electron beam evaporation. This recipe has 
proven to work for 200+ nm thick films. 

• Lift-off is performed in hot acetone (~50 °C, just under the boiling point), then 
rinse in isopropanol, and finally N2 blow dry. 
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